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ABSTRACT 
Integration has been a long-standing issue in the ongoing peacekeeping experiment that is 
the European Union. The EU began as a six-state economic community with the goal of a level 
supranational interstate integration that would render war too costly and bring peace to a 
continent beset by centuries of conflict. Sixty years after the Treaty of Rome, few could argue 
that the EU has failed as a peace-keeping project, and the union has expanded into a political and 
monetary union that facilitates the free movement of goods, services, money, and people. 
Membership enlargements and several crises have challenged the supranational entity in ways 
that surpass its economic foundation and political and monetary growth.  
In particular, the exponential growth of Mediterranean migrants and asylum-seekers 
entering the EU has highlighted the need to evaluate the efficacy of the European Commission’s 
integration policy. Despite the entity’s motto of “United in diversity”, the issue of integration of 
non-EU migrants has caused a rift among the member states and played a role in Brexit, the 
British withdrawal from the EU, and the discourse on Swexit, Sweden’s possible withdrawal 
from the union. If the EU seeks to secure its status as a continent-wide community that is more 
than just an economic union, it will need an effective integration policy that accounts for its 
limited role in this state-level competence.  
To connect the dots between state competence and supranational involvement, I 
conducted a critical discourse analysis of intercultural interactions in Swedish author Jonas 
Hassen Khemiri’s novel Montecore, a micro-scale study of cultural representation and critique 
from an author who is a product of the larger social processes at issue in EU integration politics.  
This methodology allowed a concise look at many components of acculturation in non-dominant 
(migrant and ethnic minority) and dominant cultures in Sweden, and amplified the voice of the 
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non-dominant group regarding who is changing to accommodate whom. Through this analysis, I 
make projections about the future of the European Commission's integration policy and the 
disparity between the acculturation practices of the Commission and Sweden. In turn, these 
projections lay a foundation for future research on the progress and success of the Commission’s 
stated integration policy. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
Integration has been a long-standing issue in the ongoing peacekeeping experiment that is 
the European Union. The EU began as a six-state economic community with the goal of a level 
supranational interstate integration that would render war too costly and bring peace to a 
continent beset by centuries of conflict. Sixty years after the Treaty of Rome, few could argue 
that the EU has failed as a peace-keeping project, and the union has expanded into a political and 
monetary union that facilitates the free movement of goods, services, money, and people.  
Membership enlargements and several crises have challenged the supranational entity in 
ways that surpass its economic foundation and political and monetary growth. In particular, the 
exponential growth of Mediterranean migrants and asylum-seekers entering the EU has 
highlighted the need to evaluate the efficacy of the European Commission’s integration policy. 
Despite the entity’s motto of “United in diversity”, the issue of integration of non-EU migrants 
has caused a rift among the member states and played a role in Brexit, the British withdrawal 
from the EU, and the discourse on Swexit, Sweden’s possible withdrawal from the union. If the 
EU seeks to secure its status as a continent-wide community that is more than just an economic 
union, it will need an effective integration policy that accounts for its limited role in this state-
level competence. 
With this research project, I seek to determine what the intercultural interactions in the 
novel Montecore project about the European Commission's integration policy. While the novel, 
written by Jonas Hassen Khemiri, does not directly address integration policy, adaptation, i.e. 
practices through which the actors in intercultural interactions handle or react to the contact 
between cultures, in intercultural interactions, i.e. instances when cultures come into contact with 
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one another, is the thrust of the narrative. Furthermore, the author is a product of the larger social 
processes at issue in EU integration politics, and his works are critical and commercial successes 
in Sweden. Khemiri wrote Montecore with the agenda of questioning identity and cultural 
affiliation while living as an ethnic minority within the dominant culture in Sweden.  
Through a critical discourse analysis of the novel, I will determine which acculturation 
strategy, assimilation or integration, gives a more accurate understanding of intercultural 
interaction and the ethnic minority experience in Sweden, with Khemiri’s depiction of said 
experience as representative of this viewpoint. The conclusions of this analysis will be applied to 
European Commission publications on its coordination of integration policy. The European 
Commission's publications directly state and address integration policy, allowing for a 
straightforward analysis of whether integration is, indeed, the acculturation strategy indicated by 
the text, or if the strategy is more indicative of assimilation. This clear understanding of the 
indicated acculturation strategy is a necessary foundation for future monitoring, assessment, and 
evaluation of the progress and success of the Commission’s stated integration policy. 
 
The European Commission and the Integration of Non-EU Nationals 
The European Commission, in its role as the executive and legislative agenda setter for 
the European Union, proposes and enforces legislation, and manages policies and funding. 
Integration policy is a state-level competence, but the EU has been cooperating on the integration 
of non-EU nationals since 1999. The Common Basic Principles for immigrant integration policy 
and the Common Agenda for Integration were notable steps along the way to the European 
agenda for the integration of non-EU migrants, which was proposed in 2011. An agenda on 
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migration followed in 2015, and an Action Plan on the integration of third country nationals was 
presented in 2016. 
There are four main areas of adaptation in intercultural interactions: social, cultural, 
economic, political. Much of state-level and EU-level integration policy and practices currently 
focus on the latter two. This focus is precisely why analysis of primary sources such as the novel 
Montecore is pertinent to research that would investigate social adaptation, as this project does. 
The results of the state and EU focus on aspects of integration that benefit the market can be seen 
in rules and regulations regarding paths to citizenship and education and employment eligibility 
for migrants within the EU. Notably, the impetus for these policies was the need for worker 
mobility between EU member states, so the resulting policies are orientated toward migration 
between member states. That is not to say that parallel policies do not exist for non-EU national 
migrants, but rather that policy for such individuals has, until recently, been secondary to the 
internal migration concerns. 
This focus on economic and political integration within the EU has helped foster a large 
monetary union and market that plays a substantial role in the global economy and global 
politics. This sizeable role is exemplified by media coverage of the Transatlantic Trade and 
Investment Partnership (TTIP) and Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) 
negotiations, and the passing and implementation of the Paris Agreement. But while the EU’s 
role in global matters has accelerated over the past two decades, the longstanding question of a 
single European identity and definition of European culture have been waylaid by the influx of 
external migrants to the continent. In particular, the plight of African and Middle Eastern 
migrants crossing the Mediterranean Sea has led to a humanitarian crisis, and a crisis of 
European identity. 
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While some states, such as Germany and Sweden, have attempted to welcome migrants 
with open arms, other states, such as Poland and Hungary, have refused to accept migrants or 
refugees. In his 2015 State of the European Union address, European Commission President 
Jean-Claude Junker proposed a quota system to address the imbalance, stating that “There is a 
lack of Europe in this union, and a lack of union in this union". Receiving, processing, and 
placing migrants and refugees was an overwhelming concern of member states for much of 
2015, particularly as the number of migrants spiked in the summer and fall months. In 2016, over 
350,000 migrants crossed the Mediterranean Sea. Though Syrians comprise the largest group of 
migrant sea arrivals in the area at 26%, African migrants also make up 26% of those that have 
arrived by sea so far in 2016, coming from Nigeria, Eritrea, Guinea, Gambia, Sudan, and Ivory 
Coast (UNHCR 2017). Migrants from these African countries leave home for a number of push 
factors, including escaping poverty, unemployment, and food insecurity, as well as some other 
push factors, such as military conscription in Eritrea. 
Though safety, food, and shelter for migrants and refugees were understandably the 
priority of the past two years, the numbers of incoming migrants have not significantly dwindled, 
and it is becoming clear that the EU needs to develop long-term plans for these new populations. 
As German Chancellor Angela Merkel stated on the same day as the State of the EU Address, 
Germany needs to learn from its mistake of labeling incomers in the post-war period as 
Gastarbeiter, or “guest workers”, who were not expected to stay, yet did. When these invited 
migrants became, to the surprise of many, permanent residents, Germany was faced with a 
question of adaptation. With an indefinite migration crisis, the EU as a whole now faces the same 
question. 
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The Rationale for and Limitations of the Research Project 
The issue of social adaptation may be the most complex of the four adaptation arenas. It 
is a straightforward practice to define and protect cultural rights (e.g. freedom of speech, 
religion, language, etc.), economic rights (e.g. freedom to work), and political rights (e.g. 
freedom to vote). The definition, protection, and exertion of these rights are measurable and 
quantifiable metrics of the cultural, economic, and political integration arenas. Furthermore, 
these metrics provide information about both the actors that champion rights, those that bestow 
rights, and those that benefit from said rights. It is less straightforward to define and protect 
one’s right to be considered as equally valuable a member of society as someone from the 
dominant group.  
It is the issue of social adaptation that plays a large role in the daily experiences of the 
individual. Conceptions of dominant/non-dominant, insider-outsider, majority-minority, and 
valuation-devaluation affect personal, professional, and commercial interactions. One lens that 
has been used to explore aspects of social adaptation is language use, as opposed to language 
rights. There is a considerable amount of literature that addresses multilingualism and language 
use, or practices, in schools and government institutions at the EU level, as well as at the state 
level (Guus and Maartens 1998, Guus and Yağmur 2004 & 2011). Yet use of the national 
language, alone, is not a guarantee of successful adaptation; conversely, low occurrences of 
dominant group members learning and using non-dominant group languages (e.g. ethnic Swedes 
learning and using Sámi dialects) reveals that what looks like linguistic integration may more 
accurately be described as assimilation. All too often, integration vis-à-vis language use appears 
to refer only to the non-dominant individual learning the national language, and not a mutual 
exchange in which the dominant individual learns the non-dominant language and vice versa. 
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This is indicative of an error in diction: the stated goal is linguistic integration, but the intended 
goal is linguistic assimilation. 
Couple this with the assertion that complete assimilation is an unattainable goal (Kramer 
2016), and viewing language acquisition as a factor of adaptation paints a picture of a hollow 
success in assimilationist states. Furthermore, as language policy remains a state-level 
competence, the EU’s involvement in it has proven ineffective. Though language practice and 
policy is only one aspect of social adaptation, it is representative of how state-level management 
of adaptation has perhaps fallen short.  
A vocal minority within the EU, which includes citizens and elected representatives 
involved in nationalist movements, has made concerns about social adaptation a political issue. 
Those central to the adaptation question, the migrants and ethnic minority individuals 
themselves, have been underrepresented in the discourse on adaptation for a variety of reasons, 
including their understandable prioritization of Maslow’s first two levels of the hierarchy of 
needs, physiological needs and safety, over the next two levels, love/belonging and esteem. As 
have the EU and state governments, the migrants themselves have focused on security as the first 
response to the crisis. But as Chancellor Merkel indicated, once these individuals are processed 
and placed, they become residents, and possibly citizens, of the receiving country as members of 
ethnic minorities. With this status comes an increased call for social adaptation, which can be 
tied to Maslow’s third and fourth levels of needs, love/belonging and esteem. 
Though this process is ongoing for the most recent wave of migrants to the EU, migrants 
from prior waves, and their offspring, have had the time and experiences necessary to consider 
and concern themselves with social adaptation. Furthermore, one particular group has reached 
Maslow’s penultimate level of the hierarchy, self-actualization, positioning them to reflect on 
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and project the demand for social adaptation: authors. One could also argue that some authors 
have reached Maslow’s final level, self-transcendence. Furthermore, as Kongslien (2007) notes, 
when authors from non-dominant cultures choose to write in the language of the dominant 
culture, their minority discourse interacts with the majority discourse. Given the long-term 
implications of the migrant crises on social adaptation at local, regional, state, and supranational 
levels, it is pertinent to explore the demand for social adaptation through the narratives of 
authors.  
For this research project, I have chosen to use work by a Swedish author for my critical 
discourse analysis source for three reasons. First is the high absolute and proportional numbers 
of migrants Sweden has received in the recent migration waves. Second is the relative cultural 
homogeneity of the state, making it a useful foil for discourse on integration and assimilation 
within the EU as the supranational entity tackles integration policy. Third is the rise in 
scholarship and governmental and civilian efforts to address the integration/assimilation 
question in the state.  
Having chosen a representative state, I chose to use a work of fiction rather than a non-
fiction, such as an autobiography or collection of essays, because the fiction classification gives 
the author the freedom to interpret circumstances and depict the issues they find pertinent. I 
selected a novel-length work, as opposed to short fiction or poetry, to increase the probability of 
finding sufficient data points for analysis from which I could draw statistically sound 
conclusions. Once I determined I wanted a novel-length work by a Swedish author who spoke to 
the experience as an ethnic minority in Sweden, I chose Jonas Hassen Khemiri because of his 
background as a member of an ethnic minority who has moved through, and been embraced by, 
the dominant culture in Sweden; his critical and commercial success within Sweden; the 
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resulting availability of input on the reception of his work within Sweden; and his predilection 
for addressing acculturation and intercultural interactions in his work. I hold with the assessment 
Kongslien (2007) makes of contemporary Scandinavian multicultural literature and the issue of 
integration and assimilation: 
These new narratives by and about immigrants in Norwegian and 
other contemporary Scandinavian literatures are cultural 
representations of our changing societies, where questions of 
identity nationality or ethnicity, and location are placed at the 
forefront. 
Europe’s long history with migratory populations is fertile ground for reflection on best 
practices for integration policy. Though member states have unique migration and adaptation 
contexts based upon such factors as their colonial histories, labor needs, and humanitarian 
sensibilities, the existence of supranational borders calls for a supranational narrative. 
Furthermore, the EU-wide effects that non-EU national migration has on resources and culture 
require an EU-wide solution. This research project is limited by the relatively recent nature of the 
question of EU-wide adaptation strategies for non-EU nationals, which means that scholarship 
on this particular issue is limited. As more social adaptation narratives emerge from the voices of 
the contemporary migration wave, future research could reassess and build upon the correlations 
between Khemiri’s perceptions and the stated goals of the EU’s integration policy as discussed in 
this thesis. 
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Organization of the Thesis 
Including this introduction, the thesis consists of eight sections. The second section is 
comprised of a literature review and questions to answer to fulfill the objectives of the thesis. 
The third section covers the selection of the research methodology and background information. 
The fourth section is a presentation of the research findings. The fifth section contains an 
analysis and discussion of the findings. Section six gives conclusions and revisits the research 
questions, and offers suggestions for further research. The seventh and eighth sections are 
reserved for references and appendices. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Defining Actors in Intercultural Interactions 
To analyze intercultural interactions, one must define the actors that are coming into 
contact with one another. Berry (1997b) labels the actors in these relationships as dominant and 
non-dominant groups, with the dominant group as the host, or receiving, group and the non-
dominant group as the migrant group. Croucher and Kramer (2016) discuss these interactions by 
referring to newcomers and the dominant culture rather than non-dominant and dominant, thus 
removing the hierarchical implications of Berry’s (1997b) labels while emphasizing the role of 
movement, or migration, as a factor in the naming of the groups. With the labels used by Berry, 
and by Croucher and Kramer, the dominant group is understood to be native, and the newcomer, 
or non-dominant, group non-native. Such groups can also be referenced as the dominant and 
acculturating groups, but these labels make assumptions about the intercultural relationship, 
namely that it is one of acculturation (Berry 1997a). 
One can also look at intercultural interactions as the relationship between the home 
culture, the new cultural environment, and the individual (Kim 2008). Kim’s labels rely less on 
the ideas of movement from one space to another, i.e. migration, and instead focus on the 
individual’s reliance on the new cultural environment, or dominant culture, and instances of 
interaction between the individual and the dominant culture, regardless of the individual’s place 
of origin. The lack of focus on movement in Kim’s label system allows for them to be translated 
into intercultural interactions between members of the majority and ethnic minorities; with these 
ethnic minority, or non-dominant, individuals, the interactions are not with a new environment 
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per se, but rather the environment of the majority, or dominant, culture, and individuals from the 
dominant culture. 
 
Defining Adaptation Goals 
To analyze adaptation goals, it is first necessary to choose a theory or framework through 
which one can evaluate the definition and success of said goals. For the purposes of this research 
project, three options will be considered: Berry’s (1997a) acculturation framework, Kim’s (2008) 
cultural adaptation theory, and Croucher’s and Kramer’s (2016) cultural fusion theory. These 
theories and frameworks can be compared based upon three differentials: 1) from which actor’s 
perspective the theory or framework operates, the dominant/majority group/individual or the 
non-dominant/ethnic minority group/individual; 2) which actor bears the responsibility to 
change; and 3) their assertions of which actor adapts, or changes, in the relationship or 
interaction. 
The first key differential between adaptation theories and frameworks is the question of 
from which actor’s perspective the theory or framework operates. Berry’s (1997a) acculturation 
framework operates from the point of view of the non-dominant group. Lack of cultural 
maintenance (whether chosen or forced) on the part of the non-dominant group combined with a 
lack of interest in an intercultural relationship from the same results in marginalization. Cultural 
maintenance and lack of interest in an intercultural relationship results in separation when the 
lack of interest is chosen by the non-dominant individual, and segregation when the lack of 
interest is chosen by the dominant group. Cultural maintenance combined with an interest in an 
intercultural relationship results in integration, though this strategy can only be achieved with the 
approval of the dominant group. Lack of cultural maintenance (by choice) combined with an 
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interest in an intercultural relationship leads to assimilation. Kim’s cultural adaptation theory 
(2008) measures success of intercultural interactions from the perspective of the dominant 
culture’s expectations of the non-dominant culture, with the concession that the non-dominant 
individual’s predispositions, pre-existing needs, and interests are important in evaluating the 
individual’s degree of freedom and control in intercultural interactions. Croucher’s and Kramer’s 
(2016) cultural fusion theory views intercultural interactions from the perspective of both the 
non-dominant individuals and the dominant group, with a sympathy for the pre-existing barriers 
the non-dominant individuals face that mirrors Kim’s concession. 
The second key differential between adaptation theories and frameworks is the question 
of which actor bears the responsibility to change in a relationship or interaction. Though Berry’s 
(1997b) acculturation framework defines strategies from the perspective of the non-dominant 
individual, he asserts that integration requires a mutual accommodation in which the non-
dominant individual adopts the basic values of the larger society, and the dominant group shows 
a willingness to accept and incorporate non-dominant individuals by adapting national 
institutions to meet the needs of the non-dominant group. Both groups must value both 
distinctiveness and situating distinctiveness in the social and political realities of the state (Berry 
1997a). This places the responsibility for integration on both the non-dominant individual and 
dominant groups. Conversely, dominant groups that favor assimilation expect non-dominant 
individuals to become like those in the dominant society (Berry 1997b). This places the 
responsibility for assimilation on the non-dominant individual. Kramer (2000a) warns that 
dominant groups’ expectations of the non-dominant individuals’ adaptation/change as the 
universal best path for intercultural interactions, an assimilationist approach, is a position non-
dominant groups do not universally share, and he ties dominant group expectations of complete 
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adaptation with dominant group acceptance of non-dominant groups, toward an end goal of 
assimilation (Kramer 2000b). Croucher and Kramer (2016) reassert that complete assimilation is 
theoretically and practically impossible due to non-acceptance by the dominant culture of the 
non-dominant individual because of limits of complete adaptation, such as the inability of the 
non-dominant individual to change their ethnicity, aspects of outward appearance, or place of 
origin. In their cultural fusion theory, non-dominant individuals change by adopting values and 
behaviors of the dominant culture while maintaining their own culture, and the dominant culture 
also changes by adopting aspects of the non-dominant culture such as practices, beliefs, and 
norms (Croucher & Kramer 2016). Their theory views intercultural interactions as an open, 
dynamic system in which both the non-dominant individual and the dominant group ought to 
take part to ensure success. Cultural adaptation theory sees the non-dominant individual alone as 
responsible for establishing and maintaining intercultural interactions with the dominant culture 
(Kim 2001).  
The final key differential between adaptation theories and frameworks is the question of 
which actor changes in a relationship or interaction. In his acculturation framework, Berry 
(1997b) presents four acculturation strategies that reflect the attitudes and behaviors individuals 
have toward intercultural interactions. Three of the strategies, assimilation, marginalization, and 
integration, require change only on the part of the non-dominant individual. The fourth strategy, 
separation, requires no change on either actor’s part. None of the strategies require a change on 
the part of the dominant culture, though the dominant culture’s enforcement of acts that affect 
the possibility of cultural maintenance and access to an intercultural relationship plays a part in 
all four strategies. Kim (2008) also sees the non-dominant individual as the actor who changes in 
intercultural interactions. In Kim’s cultural adaptation theory, the non-dominant individual must 
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go through deculturation, forgoing cultural maintenance to unlearn old cultural elements and 
habits, to reach acculturation, the learning of dominant culture values and behaviors. Kim refers 
to this ongoing cycle of deculturation and acculturation as both integration and assimilation, 
though the single actor change for the relationship more closely mirrors Berry’s (1997b) 
definition of assimilation. Croucher and Kramer (2016) agree that cultural adaptation theory 
more closely resembles Berry’s assimilation, and Kramer (2000b) warns against Kim’s 
interchangeable use of acculturation strategy terms for this very reason. 
 
Questions to Fulfill the Objectives 
This research project seeks to better understand the ethnic minority experience in Sweden 
in particular, and the EU at large, by following Croucher’s and Kramer’s (2016) 
recommendation to conduct research that looks at the effects of host receptivity and conformity 
pressure on intercultural interactions, accomplished herein by analyzing one author’s portrayal of 
intercultural interactions. The dearth of research on these effects is particularly relevant in the 
current climate of nationalism, Islamophobia, xenophobia, and anti-minority and anti-immigrant 
rhetoric in the European Union.  
For the purposes of this research project, the dominant group will be ethnic Swedes, and 
the non-dominant group will be ethnic minorities in Sweden. The analysis will explore the 
intercultural interactions between ethnic Swedes and ethnic minorities in Sweden as presented in 
Khemiri’s Montecore, utilizing both acculturation framework and cultural fusion theory. Berry 
(1997a) asserts his framework is not empirically testable, but this research intends to use the 
framework to analyze qualitative findings and draw conclusions about acculturation practices in 
Sweden and the EU, as well as implications for further research. As the novel is written from the 
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perspective of the non-dominant individual, with ethnic minority narrators, cultural adaptation 
theory does not apply and therefore will not be included as an analysis tool.  
Through analysis, conclusions will be drawn about which option, acculturation 
framework or cultural fusion theory, gives a more accurate understanding of intercultural 
interaction and the ethnic minority experience in Sweden. These conclusions will then be 
expanded to include the EU’s intercultural interaction goals and their feasibility, as well as to 
suggest areas of further study. The following questions will guide the analysis: 
• What are the values of the Swedish dominant culture as stated by the author? 
• What are the adaptation goals of the ethnic minority individuals in Montecore? 
• Which actors change in the intercultural interactions in Montecore? 
• Which actors bear the responsibility to change in the intercultural interactions in 
Montecore? 
• Does Berry’s acculturation framework or Kramer’s cultural fusion theory give a more 
accurate understanding of intercultural interaction in Sweden? 
• How does this more accurate understanding correlate with the European Union’s 
intercultural interaction goals and practices? 
!
!
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
 
Selection of Methodology 
For the purposes of answering the thesis question, this researcher considered and set aside 
two research methods. The first was a statistical analysis of language use in EU member states, 
followed by discussion of what language use indicates about the EU’s multilingualism policy 
and, with language understood as an aspect of culture, what multilingualism in practice indicates 
about social adaptation in the EU. Linguistic diversity is preserved in the Rome (Articles 6 and 
165) and Maastricht (Articles 2 and 3) treaties, in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU 
(Articles 21 and 22) and in the Lisbon Treaty, which made the CFREU and respect for linguistic 
minorities legally binding (O’Brien). In 2002, the European Council refined the subjective 
multilingualism policy goal with the Barcelona Objective: “teaching at least two foreign 
languages from a very early age.” The Barcelona Objective was designed to improve EU 
citizens’ ability to compete in a knowledge-based economy. The objective, often referred to as 
“mother tongue plus two” or M+2, was further defined by the Commission’s 2005 declaration of 
the long-term goal “to increase individual multilingualism until every citizen has practical skills 
in at least two languages in addition to his or her mother tongue.” Multilingualism, that is, the 
societal use of multiple languages, took the form of common policy in 2007 under the leadership 
of Leonard Orban, the first European Commissioner for Multilingualism.  
EU multilingualism policy has two facets: protecting Europe's linguistic diversity and 
promoting language learning. The EU’s professed dedication to linguistic diversity in a 
multilingual society is a well-documented priority within the supranational entity, but in practice 
EU multilingualism and the adoption of the Barcelona Objective in 2002 devalue smaller state 
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languages and regional and minority languages due to the EU’s inability to effectively 
incentivize linguistic diversity. This devaluation includes immigrant languages, and multilingual 
EU citizens indicate a preference for global, marketable, or influential languages, such as 
English, French, and Chinese, over the languages of non-dominant cultures in their communities. 
For instance, according to Eurobarometer 386, 91% of Swedes have M+1. The three most widely 
spoken foreign languages in Sweden are English (86%), German (26%) and French (9%)—the 
Big Three. Meanwhile, the language of an indigenous People, the Sámi, nears extinction. The 
Swedish government has done some work to protect the Sámi language, but little has been done 
to propagate it. While this devaluation of ethnic minority and immigrant languages certainly begs 
for further research on the development and assertion of these preferences, as well as on the idea 
of value as it relates to language, the primary research required to answer such questions is 
beyond the scope of this project. Furthermore, though a compelling line of research, this 
researcher chose to not use this methodology to answer the thesis question because language use 
is only one component of acculturation. 
The second methodology considered for answering the thesis question was a case study 
of acculturation tools and public integration spaces, namely programming targeted to migrant 
populations at public libraries. In Sweden, public libraries have become a haven for migrants 
who seek free spaces to socialize, a heated indoor environment to pass the time, and access to 
services like computers with internet access and personnel who have the time and temperament 
to answer questions about government paperwork and processes. In response, many central and 
neighborhood libraries offer language cafés, information sessions, and presentations on topics 
relevant to migrant populations, either as an independent offering or in conjunction with 
community centers or government agencies. While analysis of the gap these programs fill for 
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migrants and ethnic minorities could provide useful information about acculturation practices 
and policy, as well as a valuable comparison of top-down versus bottom-up acculturation 
approaches, the need to take into consideration state level competencies versus EU level 
competencies as they pertain to funding and practices would render such a study larger than the 
scope of this project. Furthermore, preliminary research indicates that much of the pre-existing 
scholarship on libraries as integration spaces is from the perspective of the dominant culture and 
evaluation of the effectiveness of integration programming favors change in the non-dominant 
culture, with little information of change, if any such change exists, in the dominant culture.  
Wanting to not rely on only one aspect of acculturation, while also taking into 
consideration the perspective of the non-dominant culture, this researcher has chose to answer 
the thesis question through a critical discourse analysis of the Swedish author Jonas Hassen 
Khemiri’s presentation of adaptation and intercultural interactions in the English translation of 
his novel Montecore. This methodology allows a concise look at many components of 
acculturation in non-dominant (migrant and ethnic minority) and dominant cultures in Sweden, 
amplifies the voice of the non-dominant group regarding who is changing to accommodate 
whom, and creates a micro-scale framework through which I can analyze the European 
Commission’s coordination of integration policy in response to the rise in non-EU immigration.   
 
Background Information on Migration and the EU 
Though the current migration situation is unique in the speed with which migrants have 
moved, transmediterranean migration is not a new phenomenon. With the shores of the sea as its 
most consistent border, the Mediterranean region has seen documented free movement of north-
to-south and south-to-north migrations for centuries. The size of the current migration movement 
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across the Mediterranean is not more significant than similar movements in the twentieth or 
nineteenth centuries. The factor that makes the current migration issue more urgent than its 
predecessors is the speed of migration. Nationals in the southern Mediterranean are identifying 
the need, opportunity, and means to migrate at a faster rate than before. Furthermore, the 
effective internal dissolution of borders in the EU is an accelerant as a migrant can effectively 
reach all of Europe by reaching any of Europe. Compounding the speed with which one migrates 
is the rise in globalization. As Myron Weiner states, if goods can be global, why must labor be 
local? Markets and laborers largely concur that labor does not, in fact, need to be local, with 
companies seeking to contract unskilled labor at the lowest cost, and laborers seeking 
opportunities to improve their financial circumstances. It can be argued that the single-market, 
which was the foundation of the EU, would be in support of the migration situation, as it 
represents an influx of labor. 
As Weiner states, at the crux of the Mediterranean migration issue is the juxtaposition of 
the question of migration as a human right against the issue of national sovereignty and the 
social, political, and economic concerns that accompany said sovereignty. Also in the balance is 
the issue of the ethical obligation of states to open their borders to migrants and the conflicting 
views of emigration as a human right and immigration as an issue of sovereignty. 
Simultaneously enforcing the foundational principles of these views on emigration and 
immigration leads to a conundrum in which individuals have a right to leave, but do not have a 
right to have somewhere to go. Furthermore, with the state as the current framework through 
which individual human rights are evaluated and assessed, the issue of migration is particularly 
complicated when discussed in the context of the supranational project that is the European 
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Union, an entity that continues to question the definition of its borders, competencies, and 
mandates (Weiner 1996). 
The conflict between the principles of emigration and immigration render migration an 
effectively unsolvable issue. The problem will never be solved for everybody at the same time, 
and solutions that satisfy both the needs of the sending state and the receiving state are difficult 
to conceive. Both states seek to control their borders with consideration of the ethical concerns of 
the state, the economic concerns of the market, and the security concerns of society, but the 
ethics of the intentions—such as mobility and opportunity—do not necessarily align with the 
ethics of the results—such as rises in unemployment and perception of existential threats. 
The current migration issue is not truly a crisis per se, because it is a natural consequence 
of changes that took place in the Mediterranean region between 2010 and 2011, namely the Arab 
Spring. It can be argued that the issue, itself, though taxing on receiving states, might simply 
represent a transition to democracy in the southern Mediterranean states. Though the west often 
portrays civil society as non-existent in the Arab world, civil society, along with growth and 
economic development, are indicators of democratic transformation. If the Southern 
Mediterranean states complete this transition, transmediterranean migration might dwindle as 
opportunities for prosperity increase in sending states. 
Nonetheless, due in part to political pressures, the EU finds itself in the position of 
needing to confront migration. Balancing the human rights and sovereignty concerns, the 
emigration-immigration conflict has led so far to two general categories of migration strategies, 
reactive and proactive. The first, the border security organization FRONTEX, is a strategy the 
operations of which are largely reactive, meaning they address the Mediterranean migration issue 
once it has left the shore, as it were. FRONTEX accomplishes this mission by essentially 
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preventing migrant landings on European coasts and curbing departures from ports of origin 
(Delicato 2010). The second strategy, the Union for the Mediterranean and its antecedent the 
Barcelona Process, is a proactive strategy that seeks to address the Mediterranean migration issue 
before it has left the shore. Both the reactive and proactive strategies fall short of their stated 
goals of bringing peace and stability to the Mediterranean region. The moral and ethical demands 
of the migration issue make it evident why these strategies fail to accomplish their ultimate goals 
of curtailing migration. 
Some EU member states have gone a step further in their reactive strategies to confront 
migration by forming bilateral agreements with sending states. The Italian government, in an 
effort to confront migration, now supports Libya in controlling the North African state’s borders 
by training of officers, opening an operative headquarters in Libya, and establishing cooperation 
with investigation and analytics of illegal operations (Delicato 2010). Libya, in turn, has entered 
agreements to manage migration with Chad, Niger, and Sudan to stem the flow of EU-bound 
migrants into the departure state (Delicato 2010). In October 2016, Ethiopia, Niger, Nigeria, 
Mali and Senegal entered into a €425million (£379.5m) agreement with Europe to try and stem 
the flow of migrants heading into the eurozone for economic purposes. One tactic being enforced 
in Ethiopia is to provide adequate employment opportunities on the ground so locals do not have 
to leave their countries of origin to find work. Libya and Egypt have been left out of the program 
for the time being, because they are seen as unsuitable partners due to their own current political 
issues. Despite these tactics and other similar bilateral agreements between the EU and southern 
Mediterranean countries, individuals still choose to migrate to the EU. Many are stopped and 
held in detention centers in Libya. 
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The Union for the Mediterranean and its antecedent, the Barcelona process, represent the 
attempt of the EU to shoulder a portion of the regional responsibility for establishing peace and 
prosperity in the Mediterranean while at the same time distancing itself from the region. The 
Barcelona Process, a framework policy launched in 1995 as the base for the Euro-Mediterranean 
Partnership, evolved into a cooperation forum for the Union for the Mediterranean and the 
bilateral agreements of the European Neighbourhood Policy and Association Agreements (Joint 
Commission 2011). The Barcelona Process and UfM emphasize the need for and expansion of 
partnerships between Europe and the Mediterranean, but one of the primary goals of this 
partnership is discouraging southern Mediterranean nationals from migrating to the EU. 
In his summary of liberal egalitarianism, Weiner notes that free migration across open 
borders enables those born in disadvantaged countries to improve their position by moving to a 
place where they would have greater opportunity (Weiner 1996). Migration allows those born in 
a state that is “poor, authoritarian, and torn by civil conflict” to move to one that is “peaceful, 
democratic, and prosperous”, eliminating what Joseph Carens refers to as the arbitrariness of 
birthplace and parentage. It can be argued that, through the Barcelona Process and its associated 
developments, the EU is engaging in liberal egalitarianism not by admitting migrants into its 
peaceful, democratic, and prosperous borders but by changing their native states into such places. 
Though this goes against the principles of “realpolitik” (Weiner 1996), it is not surprising 
such a strategy has been enacted by a supranational entity that, itself, sought to bring political 
stability and peace to a continent through economic harmonization in ways that have 
occasionally raised questions of sovereignty. Perhaps it is also, then, not surprising that the 
progress of the UfM strategy has stalled at the same time that the EU has faced significant 
economic issues and questions of identity. Though the locution of the Barcelona Process is 
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prosperity for the Mediterranean, it is evident that the illocution is the determent of immigration 
into the EU. 
 
Background Information on Swedish Immigration, Emigration, and Integration Policy 
A brief review of the migration, integration, and demographic history of Sweden will 
facilitate understanding of the research findings and analysis. The era from 1840 to the 1930s 
was marked by a great emigration. Over the course of eight decades, up to 1.2 million Swedes 
left Sweden for the Americas and Australia, attracted by such pull factors as economic 
opportunities, freedom from religious persecution, hope for the future, and political freedom. 
This emigration was comprised of 20 percent of the men and 15 percent of the women born in 
Sweden at the end of the 1800s. 
From 1945 to the 1990s, Sweden was something of a refugee haven. During World War 
II, Sweden began a decades-long era of accepting refugees as a matter of course. During the war, 
Sweden took in some of Denmark’s Jewish population. From 1973-1990, Sweden welcomed 
Chilean refugees escaping Augusto Pinochet’s dictatorship: today, nearly 45,000 people with 
Chilean background live in Sweden, comprising the third largest Chilean community outside of 
Chile.1 During the Iran-Iraq war, Sweden accepted 7,000 Iraqi refugees and 27,000 Iranian 
refugees, who all received residence permits in Sweden.2 The ethnic cleansing wars in former 
Yugoslavia led to over 100,000 Bosnians being granted asylum in Sweden, and 3,600 Kosovo 
Albanians receiving the same. Eritreans fleeing forced conscription were also granted, and 
continue to receive, asylum in Sweden: to many, accepting refugees is part of what it means to 
be Swedish (Traub 2016). 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Argentina is the largest, the U.S. the second largest 
2 Another wave of Iraqis migrated to Sweden after the U.S. invasion of Iraq. 
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From 2001 to the present day, the Schengen area and the Syrian war have greatly 
influenced migration into Sweden. Sweden joined the EU in 1995, and joined the Schengen area 
in 2001: this inclusion in the EU open borders area led to an influx of EU migrants, which 
overlapped non-EU migration waves. Sweden is second in overall reception of Syrian refugees, 
surpassed only by Germany. In 2014, Sweden took in 80,000 Syrian, Eritrean, and stateless 
refugees; in the fall of 2015 Sweden began receiving 10,000 refugees per week, nine percent of 
which were unaccompanied minors. In 2014, 20% of migrants were from Syria; in 2015 nearly 
25%, making Syrians the single largest migrant group in Sweden. This rate was partially driven 
by the state’s generous refugee policy, which includes permanent residence permits to all Syrian 
asylum seekers, and comparatively generous stipends. This influx precipitated a change in the 
state’s refugee policy, increasing border controls and reducing its acceptance rate to the EU 
minimum. 
The financial and social strain of the refugee influx was acute in the southern region of 
the state, where the three most populous cities of Stockholm, Göteborg, and Malmö, are located. 
This region borders Denmark, which employed a “pass-through” stance on refugees for much of 
2015, allowing asylum-seekers to cross from Copenhagen into Malmö on the trains that cross the 
Öresund bridge. To help slow the flow of migrants, Sweden placed border controls on the train 
line that runs between Copenhagen and Malmö: one can take the train from Malmö to 
Copenhagen without showing identification, but one must show valid ID to go the other way. 
The refugee numbers dropped considerably between 2015 and 2016, from 163,000 to 29,000, 
due to changes in the migration laws. Over 134,000 people immigrated to Sweden in 2016, 
contributing to record population growth for the state (Sweden and migration 2015). A DN/Ipsos 
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survey from March 2015 shows that six out of ten Swedes feel that immigration is mainly 
beneficial for Sweden. 
 Sweden has an adaptation policy targeted to migrants from non-EU and non-Nordic 
countries, including refugees. This policy focuses on understanding of the dominant culture and 
Swedish language acquisition, and includes language instruction, job training, and information 
about the dominant society with the goal of easing participation and inclusion in the dominant 
society (Johnston 2016b). Sweden refers to this policy and these practices as integrationspolitik, 
or integration policy. However, with its focus on change in non-dominant individuals with no 
corresponding expectations for change—such as acquisition of non-dominant languages or 
participation in or appreciation of non-dominant culture—in dominant individuals, nor aspiration 
to a fusion of cultures, integrationspolitik most closely resembles Berry’s assimilation strategy. 
It should be noted that there is a Swedish word for “assimilation”—the fact that it is not used in 
reference to this policy and set of practices is one of the drivers of this research project. This 
political diction recalls Kramer’s warning against Kim’s interchangeable use of integration and 
assimilation. 
Today nearly 10 million people live in Sweden, 1.6 million of which were born abroad 
(Lundkvist 2016). Sweden does not collect official statistics regarding the ethnic origins of 
individuals because “no methods are available for assessing ethnic origin that are both ethically 
acceptable and scientifically reliable” (European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages 
2013). This being the case, only statistics on citizenship and country of birth is collected by the 
statistics bureau. The indigenous population includes Swedes, and Finnish and Sámi minorities. 
The foreign-born or first-generation immigrant population includes Finns, Yugoslavs, Danes, 
Norwegians, Greeks, and Turks (The World Factbook 2017). 
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Synopsis of the Novel Montecore 
Montecore was written by Jonas Hassen Khemiri, and was published in 2006, with the 
English translation by Rachel Willson-Broyles published in 2011. The 37-year-old author is, 
himself, the son of a Tunisian father and Swedish mother, and was born and raised in Stockholm. 
The novel is semi-autobiographical: the story centers on Abbas Khemiri, a photographer who is 
the father of the character Jonas, an author. Abbas was born, orphaned, and raised in Tunisia 
alongside Kadir, a fellow orphan. As young men, the two work in the seaside town of Tabarka, 
taking various jobs in the service industry, including photography.  
Abbas and Kadir meet and develop relationships with several female tourists, and Abbas 
is particularly taken with a Swedish tourist named Pernilla Bergman, a stewardess. After she 
returns to Sweden, she and Abbas write letters to one another for a year, and she welcomes him 
to visit her in Stockholm in 1977. Abbas accepts the invitation and, leaving borrowing money 
from Kadir and then leaving him behind, begins his life in Sweden. Abbas recounts the story of 
his first few months in Sweden in letters to Kadir. Abbas’s employment during his initial 
welcome is less than desirable. Rather than the work and recognition he expected to get as a 
photographer, he works as a dishwasher and as a photographer’s assistant, a job the 
responsibilities of which include cleaning up behind the employer’s dog.  
When his first son, Jonas, is born, Abbas enjoys a period of parental leave at home with 
the boy before taking a job as a conductor for the metro. Jonas has delayed speech development 
and a lisp that makes his Swedish difficult to understand: a speech therapist attributes this delay 
to Jonas’s “linguistically confused home environment” where English, French, Spanish, Arabic, 
and Swedish mingle, largely due to Abbas’s disregard for standardization and his interest in 
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building a cosmopolitan lexicon. Once Jonas is school-aged, Abbas and Jonas spend their free 
time walking the streets of Stockholm and taking photographs of what Abbas thinks of as 
Swedish motifs. These motifs include snow-covered bicycles, objects that highlight differences 
in levels, and patches of frozen vomit found on sidewalks. 
When his adoptive father dies, Abbas returns to Tunisia, visiting Jendouba, the site of the 
orphanage in which he was raised, and Tabarka, where his friend Kadir still works in a luxury 
hotel. Kadir inquires after the money Abbas owes him, and Abbas promises he will return the 
amount with interest once he is able to open his own photography studio. When Abbas returns to 
Sweden after the funeral, the disillusionment is almost immediate. Fresh from the airport, where 
he was detained as he went through customs, Pernilla greets him at the door of their home with 
the news that she is pregnant with twins. Abbas was celebratory about Jonas’s birth, but he tells 
Pernilla that the twins’ birth will create a delay in his plans to open a photography studio. He 
spends more time out of the home associating with the Aristocats, a group of fellow migrants 
who gather at Central Station and discuss politics and art over coffee. Sometimes Jonas tags 
along. Abbas’s encounters disappointments as he tries to win prizes and publication for his 
photographs, and must receive the news of a particularly disappointing loss from Jonas, as Abbas 
is still not fluent in Swedish and therefore unable to read the contest results in the Swedish 
magazine.  
As Jonas enters middle school years, he develops a close friendship with a group of 
friends who identify themselves as outsiders, Blatte for life. This group includes Jonas, who is 
half Tunisian and half Swedish, Melinda, who is Nigerian, Imran, who is Pakistani Baloch), and 
Patrik, who is half Chilean (father) and half Swedish (mother). These friends discuss “real 
families”, “normal dads/parents”, and “Swediots”, play board games and make-believe games 
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together, and make plans to act out against neo-Nazis and terrorists that threaten ethnic 
minorities in Stockholm. Abbas complains that Jonas should aspire to hang out with Swedish 
kids, and wonders why his son would limit his possibilities by spending all his time with the 
children of immigrants. Jonas reminds his father that he, himself, is the child of an immigrant. 
Kadir visits the family in Stockholm and is disappointed that Abbas still cannot repay his debt, 
though he appreciates the opportunity to pick up a little Swedish. 
Jonas and his friends, now teenagers, execute a night-time attack on an area of the city 
known to be a hangout for neo-Nazis, spray painting pro-minority phrases on the walls of the 
area. Abbas, who has followed the group out of concern that Jonas is unstable, photographs them 
while they deface the walls, then calls the police. He later submits the photos of Miranda, Imran, 
and Patrik to the police, but withholds the ones of Jonas. The rest of the group are arrested and 
sentenced to jail for their crime, and Pernilla discovers the photos, along with photographic proof 
that Abbas has had several affairs, in a cabinet in their apartment. She kicks Abbas out, and he 
goes back to Tunisia, where he works as a pornographer. Abbas attempts to maintain a 
relationship with the twins, trying to get them to view him sympathetically, but does not reach 
out directly to Jonas. Jonas grows up to be an author whose novels are praised for accurately 
depicting the immigrant experience in Sweden. 
While the novel does not directly address integration policy, adaptation in intercultural 
interactions is the thrust of the narrative. This makes the text that indicates such interactions a 
prime source for a critical discourse analysis of adaptation in Sweden. 
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Reception of Khemiri and Montecore in Sweden 
Assumptions of autobiographical content 
Khemiri’s debut novel, Ett oga rött (One Eye Red), was a prize-winning work that sold 
over 100,000 copies. Reviews of the novel praised its authenticity: 
Äntligen en bok på äkta Rinkebysvenska3 av en äkta 
invandrarförfattare, utropade förlag och kritiker (Nelson 2006). 
(Finally a book about real Rinkeby4 Swedish by a real immigrant 
author, cried publishing houses and critics)5 
In such reviews, Khemiri was assumed to be the subject of his own novel, with the lead character 
as a proxy. Kongslien (2007) notes how this tendency problematizes literature written by 
migrants and ethnic minorities by marginalizing the stories written by these authors and relying 
on cultural generalizations. Aside from the faulty logic that migrant and ethnic minority writers 
cannot create and develop characters and stories in the same manner as their dominant culture 
counterparts, this conclusion was all the more troubling given the misogyny and anti-Semitism 
displayed by the main character of the novel, traits which readers attributed to the author himself, 
as the novel was assumed to be autobiographical. Khemiri sought to fight the fallacy of the 
autobiographical immigrant author head on in his second novel, Montecore: 
Efter att ha blivit förväxlad med sin romans huvudperson i debuten 
Ett öga rött, bestämde sig Jonas Hassen Khemiri att skriva sig ur 
misstolkningens greppet (Nelson 2006). 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 A linguistic variety spoken by youths in neighborhoods with high concentrations of migrants 
and ethnic minorities, that is negatively portrayed by the dominant culture media as deviant 
compared to standard Swedish (Milani and Jonsson 2012) 
4 A suburb of Stockholm with a high population of migrants (Kongslien 2007) 
5 All translations in parenthesis were done by this researcher. 
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(After having been mistaken for his novel’s main character in the 
debut One Eye Red, Jonas Hassen Khemiri decided to write 
himself out of the grip of misinterpretation.) 
Still, some critics assumed Montecore followed in the same vein as their presumption about the 
debut novel: 
Khemiri, som redan i sin första bok skrev in sig själv som en lång, 
blek och tjejig granne till huvudpersonen Halim, har i uppföljaren 
gått betydligt längre i sitt utforskande uppluckrande av 
fiktionens/illusionens/lögnens tunna gräns mot 
verklighet/minne/sanning (Tunedal 2006). 
(Khemiri, who already in his first book wrote himself in as a tall, 
pale, girly neighbor of the main character Halim, has gone 
considerably farther in the follow-up with his loose exploration of 
the thin border between fiction/illusion/lies and 
reality/memory/truth.) 
Khemiri makes it clear that Montecore is a direct response to this tendency of the dominant 
culture to insert the migrant author into the author’s own narrative, as well as into the dominant 
culture’s narrative of the migrant experience in Sweden: 
Efter Ett öga rött ställdes jag inför valet att tiga eller tala. 
Lockelsen var stor att bara tystna, om nu fördomarna var så starka 
att allt skulle läsas utifrån min etnicitet, att mitt budskap skulle 
filtreras så att jag aldrig kunde få säga det jag ville. Men jag valde 
att tala (Nelson 2006). 
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(“After One Eye Red I was faced with the choice to keep silent or 
speak. The temptation to just become silent was great, if the biases 
were so strong now that everything could be read on the basis of 
my ethnicity, that my message could be filtered so that I might 
never be allowed to say what I wanted. But I chose to speak.”) 
Through speaking with his second novel, Montecore, Khemiri sought to bring attention to the 
idea of authenticity: Vad jag lagt ned energi på är att ifrågasätta huruvida det finns en tvättäkta 
invandrarvärld (Kleen 2006). (“What I put energy into was questioning whether or not there is an 
authentic immigrant world.”). In the immigrant world he creates in Montecore, the characters are 
faced with the need to adapt to cope with svennefiering (Swedification). 
 
Language as a tool 
In both his debut novel and Montecore, Khemiri uses language to make points about in-
group and out-group designations, as well as about assumptions directed toward migrants and 
their Swedish fluency. Khemiri is highly educated, studied literature and economics in college, 
and is a native Swedish speaker, who shows a firm grasp of Swedish through his ability to 
cleverly manipulate it; he plays with language, and he does so intentionally, with what Kongslien 
(2007) refers to as second-language-learner like elements. Yet in the first novel, this playfulness 
was misunderstood: 
Det är klart att det finns många saker i språket i ”Ett öga rött” som 
leder tankarna i en viss riktning. […] De är rena litterära 
konstruktioner, från någon som kan svenska lite för bra. Därför 
kändes det fuckin’ jävla konstigt att slå upp en recension där det 
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stod: det är tur att den svenska lektören hjälpt Jonas med språket 
annars skulle det vara för svårt för svenska läsare att ta det till sig.. 
(Kleen 2006) 
(“It’s clear that there are many things in the language in One Eye 
Red that lead thoughts in a particular direction. […] They are pure 
literature constructions, from someone who perhaps knows 
Swedish a little too well. So it felt fuckin’ strange to look up a 
review that said, ‘It’s fortunate that the Swedish instructor helped 
Jonas with the language, otherwise it would be hard for Swedish 
readers to take in.’”) 
To counteract this misunderstanding of his linguistic intentions, Khemiri took a different 
approach in Montecore: 
Jag ville ha en röst som var uppenbart artificiell just för att många 
hyllat språket i Ett öga rött för dess autenticitet. Och så ville jag 
visa att det finns miljarders miljarder sätt att bryta på (Nelson 
2006). 
(“I wanted to have a voice that was obviously artificial precisely 
because many congratulated the language in One Eye Red for its 
authenticity. And I wanted to show that there are billions and 
billions of ways to speak with an accent.”) 
The dominant culture expectation that Khemiri would not have a grasp of Swedish, and that he 
should be commended for seeking help to accomplish a level of accuracy that makes his work 
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legible to Swedes, is notable given that Khemiri is a second-generation Swede, and a highly 
education one, at that. One critic attributed this expectation to the writing itself: 
Är man andra generationens invandrare från Tunisien i Nordafrika 
och skriver en debutbok på omkastad svenska är det kanske inte 
jättekonstigt att kritiker misstar en för att vara svensk litteraturs 
senaste invandrarröst. (Kleen 2006) 
(If you’re a second-generation immigrant from Tunisia in North 
Africa and write a debut novel in reverse Swedish, maybe it’s not 
so strange that critics mistake you for being Swedish literature’s 
latest immigrant voice.) 
 
Adaptation practices as a theme 
Khemiri sought a storytelling framework that let him explore the topic of ett allt hårdare 
assimileringstryck (an increasingly hard pressure to assimilation): 
Jag sökte en form som visade att den här historien gör lite för ont 
för att bara kunna berättas. Det svider för mycket, det går helt 
enkelt inte. Jag måste närma mig det här ämnet i en långsamt 
cirklande hajrörelse. (Nelson 2006) 
(“I searched for a form that showed that this story hurts a little too 
much just to be able to be told. It stings too much, it doesn’t go 
simply. I have to approach this subject as a slow, circling shark.”) 
One critic notes how Khemiri’s depiction of “Swedish”, with de sedvanliga flosklerna om 
tystnad, naturdyrkan och depressivt superi (the customary rhetoric about silence, idolization of 
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nature, and depressed drunkenness) “others” the Swedish from the non-dominant perspective, 
who themselves, despite diverse backgrounds, are collectively “othered” as immigrants by the 
dominant culture (Eriksson 2006). Perhaps this othering is not surprising given the relative 
novelty of immigration in Europe (Kongslien 2007). 
Khemiri, for his part, defends this othering in the novel as indicative of how individuals 
behave in intercultural interactions: 
Vi definierar oss utifrån dikotomier. För att veta vem jag är, måste 
jag veta vem du är. Om jag plötsligt förändrar mig, byter skepnad, 
blir det svårare för dig att veta vem du är. Om man tvingas inse att 
världen inte består av svennar och blattar, om man slutar bry sig 
om etnicitet, kastas man in i en osäkerhet. (Kleen 2006) 
(“We define ourselves through dichotomies. In order to know who 
I am, I have to know who you are. If I suddenly alter myself, 
change form, it becomes harder for you to know who you are. If 
you are forced to realize that the world doesn’t consist of Swediots 
and blatte, if you stop caring about ethnicity, you’re thrown into an 
uncertainty.”) 
These dichotomies and collective othering are apparent in the findings from the critical discourse 
analysis of the novel. Even with these challenging topics, the novel was received as an enjoyable 
read by many: 
Montecore är en väldigt lättläst bok. Man slukar den. […] Det 
finns inte en död minut, berättarglädjen står högt i tak (Tunedal 
2006). 
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(Montecore is quite an easy-read book. You devour it. […] There’s 
not a dead minute, the joy of storytelling soars.) 
It was praised for bringing the issue of the non-dominant culture’s burden to change to light: 
Det man däremot inte kan förlåta är resten av världen, till exempel 
det jävelrasistiska Sverige som pågår och pågår. Montecore lägger 
inga fingrar emellan i gestaltningen av det strukturella förtryck 
som riktar sig mot människor som kommer från, eller är släkt med, 
personer från andra länder, och dess konsekvenser på alla nivåer. 
(Tunedal 2006) 
(However, one cannot forgive the rest of the world, like damned 
racist Sweden that persists and persists. Montecore puts no space 
between the formation of the structural pressure that aims itself at 
people who come from, or are related to, people from other 
countries, and its consequences on all levels.)  
Khemiri considers the conditions of intercultural interactions to have 
improved since the turn of the twenty-first century, with fewer overly simplified 
conversations about Swedes and immigrants, ett myrsteg i taget (one small step at 
a time) (Nelson 2006). In the meantime, some Swedes appreciate his ability to 
make the topic compelling: 
Riktigt hur han får ett ämne som integration att svänga begriper jag 
inte, men det får han. (Nelson 2006) 
(I don’t understand quite how he can get a subject like integration 
to work, but he can.) 
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS 
 
Process of Identifying and Labeling Intercultural Interactions in Montecore 
I read the novel Montecore two ways. The first way was a reading as one might do for 
leisure purposes; I simply read the novel in several sittings, beginning to end, following the story 
for the sole purpose of enjoyment. Several months later, I began reading the second way, that 
being a close reading for the purposes of a critical discourse analysis of the ways cultures interact 
in the novel, with the intention of determining what these intercultural interactions indicated 
about adaptation practices in Sweden. I opened the novel and began with the introduction, 
reading through to the end in several sittings. As I read, I marked places in the text where two or 
more cultures came into contact with one another. I also marked places where adaptation 
expectations were stated, where cultural values were indicated, passages that dealt with access to 
the dominant culture, and places where individuals felt or granted acceptance or rejection. Once 
the novel was read through and marked, I determined that the interactions would best be 
analyzed in two tables, one that considered the actors, choices, and motivations, and one that 
considered the expectations of burden, access, and rejection or acceptance. 
 
Actors, Choices, and Motivations 
After the second reading, I returned to the beginning of the novel and began putting the 
texts in the two tables, Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, entering the Page number, character Name, 
Mode, and the Text itself. For Table 4.1, after each entry, I reread the Text with the Label 
components in mind, and entered the Label that detailed the actors, choices, and motivations for 
that particular interaction. The findings in Table 4.1 indicate the actor, their choice, and their 
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motivation within the intercultural interaction. These findings address two of the research 
questions: 
• What are the adaptation goals of the ethnic minority individuals in Montecore? 
• Which actors change in the intercultural interactions in Montecore? 
The narrative of the novel is told in four Modes: Kadir’s emails to adult Jonas; Kadir’s 
Swedish translations of old letters he received from Abbas; Kadir’s draft book chapters about 
Abbas that he sends to Jonas; and Jonas’s reflections on the book chapters and the memories they 
invoke, which are largely written in the second person, form part of his contribution to the co-
authored book, and in which he refers to his father as “Dads”. Kadir refers to emails and he 
receives from Jonas, but the complete texts of such do not appear in the novel. These Modes are 
indicated in the Table 4.1 findings. 
It is important to note that at the end of the novel, an exchange transpires that implies that 
Abbas has been corresponding under the guise of Kadir for the entirety of the novel. That is to 
say: Kadir existed and was, in fact, a friend of Abbas, but he purportedly died after the events 
that comprise the story of the novel (1962-2000), shortly before “Kadir” began corresponding 
with Jonas. Thus, the findings below that come from Kadir’s emails or chapters should be 
interpreted as Abbas’s own opinions and input. The Name listed in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 
indicates how the character is identified in the novel as it regards the given intercultural 
interaction. 
It is also important to note that the novel can be interpreted as semi-autobiographical in 
that the author, like the eponymous protagonist of the novel, was born of a Tunisian father and 
Swedish mother, grew up in Stockholm, and published a premiere novel that was lauded in 
Sweden. Thus, it can be argued that the findings below that come from Jonas’s reflections should 
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be interpreted as akin to the author’s own, to a degree even greater than might be normally 
assumed about an author’s representations within their fictional work. However, I have not 
conducted an overly biographical read of the novel, as Khemiri asserts that assumptions by 
dominant culture readers that his main characters and stories are nothing more than 
dramatizations of his own life experiences insinuate that a writer of an ethnic minority 
background cannot create and develop characters and stories in the same manner as their 
dominant culture counterparts. 
For the purposes of Table 4.1, the dominant group is ethnic Swedes, and the non-
dominant group is ethnic minorities in Sweden. In the Table 4.1 findings, the Label indicates 
whether the intercultural interaction indicates a change, or lack of maintenance, in the dominant 
individual/culture (dc) or non-dominant individual/culture (ndc), maintenance in the dominant 
individual/culture (dm) or non-dominant individual/culture (ndm), and whether the interaction 
indicates interest in an intercultural relationship (i), or lack of interest in an intercultural 
relationship (l). Thus a label of ndmi would mean “non-dominant individual maintenance and 
interest in an intercultural relationship”, dci would mean “dominant individual change and 
interest in an intercultural relationship”, ndcl would mean “non-dominant individual change and 
lack of interest in an intercultural relationship”, and so on.  
In the Table 4.1 findings, the Text is the selection from the novel that indicates an 
intercultural interaction. Kadir/Abbas speaks in an ornamental, fragmented prose that includes 
nominalization, verbing, and other changes to parts of speech: thus, the appearances below of 
such words as “continuize” are not typos, but correct spellings from the text. While the novel 
was written in Swedish, I have chosen the English translation, completed by the author’s 
preferred translator, Rachel Willson-Broyles, for this research project in order to avoid confusion 
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over whether the English-language text accurately represents the author’s intentions. It should be 
noted that multilingualism is pertinent to the narrative and intercultural interactions. Kadir 
speaks Arabic and French. Pernilla, Abbas’s wife and Jonas’s mother, speaks Swedish and 
French. Abbas is fluent in Arabic and French, speaks some English and Spanish, and learns 
Swedish: the parents most often use French when speaking with one another, regardless of the 
setting. Jonas is fluent in Swedish and English, and knows some Arabic, French, and Spanish, 
the quintet forming what he calls “Khemirish” after his father: 
“A language that is all languages combined, a language that is 
extra everything with changes in meaning and strangewords put 
together, special rules and daily exceptions. A language that is 
Arabic swearwords, Spanish question words, French declarations 
of love, English photography quotations, and Swedish puns.” 
The characters belong to the following categories: 
• non-dominant (ethnic minority): Abbas, Kadir, Jonas, Aristocats 
(Abbas’s collective of fellow-immigrant friends in Sweden), Blatte for 
Life (Jonas’s childhood friends Melinda, Imran, and Patrik) 
• dominant (Swedes): Pernilla, Ruth (Pernilla’s mother), Grandpa 
(Pernilla’s father), politicians, teachers, therapists, employers, bosses, 
passers-by 
 
Expectations of Burden, Access, Acceptance, and Values 
After the second reading, I returned to the beginning of the novel and began putting the 
texts in the two tables, Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, entering the Page number, character Name, 
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Mode, and the Text itself. For Table 4.2, after each entry, I reread the Text with the Labels in 
mind, and entered the Label that indicated the expectations of burden bearing, matters of access, 
rejection and acceptance, and stated values. The findings in Table 4.2 indicate these factors. 
These findings address two of the research questions for this project: 
• What are the values of the Swedish dominant culture as stated by the author? 
• Which actors bear the responsibility to change in the intercultural interactions in 
Montecore? 
By way of reminder, Berry’s acculturation framework assumes it is the responsibility of the non-
dominant individual to change in an intercultural interaction, with access to the dominant culture 
a necessary component of all four strategies, and approval from the dominant culture a necessary 
component for the integration strategy. Kramer’s cultural fusion theory states that both the 
dominant and non-dominant individuals bear responsibility to change in an intercultural 
interaction in order to reach a harmonious intercultural relationship. 
In the Table 4.2 findings, the Name listed in the table still indicates how the character is 
identified in the novel as it regards the given intercultural interaction. Likewise, the Text is still 
the selection from the novel that indicates an intercultural interaction. For the purposes of Table 
4.2, the dominant group remains ethnic Swedes, the non-dominant group ethnic minorities in 
Sweden. 
In the Table 4.2 findings, the Label indicates parameters of intercultural interactions that 
affect the responsibility and potential for Berry’s acculturation strategies and Kramer’s cultural 
fusion theory. Thus DE means “dominant expectation”, NE means “non-dominant expectation”,!
A is a reference to “access”, V indicates a “value”, R denotes “rejection”, and Y denotes 
“approval”.
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Table 4.1: Table of actors, choices, and motivations in intercultural interactions in the novel Montecore 
Page Name Mode Label Text 
19 Kadir email ndci I assume that we will continuize our relationship in Swedish? Your naively crooked Arabic is probably not serviceable to us in the forming of a book…? 
27 Kadir email ndml 
Despite your protests you are celebrated because you have written a book in “authentic Rinkeby Swedish.” Apparently 
you have brought “the immigrant’s story” to life in a language that sounds as though one has “dropped a microphone” 
into an immigrant area of one’s choice. 
46 Jonas memory ndci 
[…] you’re just about to brag to dads about your unparalleled reading abilities when Grandpa’s voice roars from the 
register: Tiedemann’s for God’s sake. “S!” Not Tiedemann’th! When are you going to learn to talk properly? And Dads 
asks: What did he say? And you say: That I have a great talent for reading. And Grandpa yells: What did he say? And 
you say: That your sign collection is very impressive. 
64 Kadir email ndci Affixed you will find your father’s corresponded letters translated into melodious Swedish. I have maximally forced myself and my hope is your appreciating appraisal. 
68 Abbas letter dml 
(Pernilla) “My mother is scared to the death over our initiated relationship. Ever since I told her about you she has 
warned me cyclically about the aggressive temperaments of Muslims. She has presented me numberous articles about 
Muslim terror; she persists in calling you ‘the gold digger.’” […] And now she refused to invite you to our Christmas 
celebration.” 
“But…you said that the celebrating of Christmas was familially internal…” 
“I lied.” 
69 Abbas letter ndci After my success, [Pernilla’s] family will, crying, lap the sweat out of our sumptuously invested shoes. My mentality will be more Swedish than their imaginable ideal. 
76 Abbas letter ndmi Excuse all of my characters, Kadir. But I have no other friends to share my words with. And to be able to return to the familiar sphere of Arabic is divinely liberating. So far my Swedish knowledge is very limited. 
78 Abbas letter dml 
[My mother-in-law] often repeats me that she comes from a noblish history in Denmark with strong Christian values and 
that she certainly doesn’t oppose immigrants in Sweden just as long as they conduct themselves properly and learn 
Swedish and do not cement their traditions. 
80 Abbas letter ndci I will mash my own-made purées and delight the exclusive Swedish parental leave. 
85 Jonas memory ndci […] Dads say and look proud about having mixed a little proper Swedish into the French-Arabic. 
88 Jonas memory ndmi […] normal parents speak either Swedish or Not Swedish, but only Dads have their own language, only Dads speak Khemirish. 
91 Jonas memory ndml Khemirish is Dads’ language and the family’s language; it’s a language that is only yours, that no one else owns, and that you will never show anyone (until now?).  
109 Jonas memory ndml And the red one is yours, halal from the headlights to the trunk, full of Arabian gas and Arabian horsepower. 
111 Jonas memory dci And [the parents’] French voices are unusually strong and sharp and there’s a word that you don’t really recognize. 
115 Jonas memory ndci Dads explain that […] Frank’s book became the classic The Americans, and [his] collection will be called The Swedes. Or maybe…Svenskarna, say Dads […] 
119 Jonas memory ndci And you, who have been specially educated for this very task, call the taxi with an adult voice while Dads hold hands and Moms shout owowow and you say the address and Moms’ Swedish last name so the taxi will come extra fast […] 
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Table 4.1 (cont.)     
Page Name Mode Label Text 
124 Jonas memory dci/ ndci 
[…] they start talking about names for little brothers and Moms want to nice classic Arabic ones, maybe Fathi or 
Muhammad, or why not Faizal after Grandpa. And Dads say definitely not. If it’s going to be Arabic it has to sound 
Swedish and work both ways. 
130 Jonas memory ndmi And you can’t share the other’s sadness and you think that maybe it’s a family thing and maybe you have to be fully Swedish to get it. 
137 Abbas letter ndci For a long time I practiced the mistake of spending my time in the company of other exiled Arabs. My friendship with the Aristocats will now be reduced in favor of a future expanding Swedish. 
139 Kadir chapter 
dci/ 
ndmi/ 
ndci 
“He’s a little sulky,” your mother explained in French. 
“He’s a little spoiled,” your father added in Arabic. 
“What did you say?” your mother interpellated. 
“That our son is a little tired,” said your father. 
“Where is the car,” I [Kadir] asked in French. 
“We don’t have a car,” responsed your mother. “The metro will transport us home to the apartment.” 
“The car is being repaired,” your father said in Arabic. 
“What did you say?” your mother interpellated. 
“That I love you,” your father responsed. 
142 Kadir chapter dml 
Instead [your father] exposed me to the contract for your grandfather’s store, where the landlord had detailed in a 
particular handwritten paragraph that we were NOT allowed to start a pizzeria or a mosque or a café or any other 
enterprise that could attract an “undesirable clientele.” 
146 Kadir chapter ndci Something indicated [your father’s] transformed mentality; perhaps it was his condescending method toward his countrymen. 
151 Kadir chapter ndci [Abbas] “The question is which studio name will tempt Swedes the most. I mean…I will never compromise about my talent. But the name of the studio must be safe and simultaneously tempting. 
152 Kadir chapter dci Your mother observed your father […] “I get so tired of you,” she whispered in French, but her intonation bore a warmth that spoke of a diagonal opposite. 
155 Kadir chapter dci/ ndci 
[…] the Swedes left their sphere of politeness and attacked the dance floor […] even the Aristocats were attracted to 
finger-snapping cries of jubilation when Aziz invited your grandmother to dance. Ruth first declined repeated times, but 
then she suddenly said yes […] 
157 Kadir chapter ndml How we began to roar rude Arabic insultations after the customers who invaded the studio, encountered your father’s welcome greeting, and then for some bizarre reason returned out to the courtyard with a regretting exterior? 
167 Jonas memory ndci [Abbas] I have made up my mind. No more not-Swedish. You are right. Starting now we will ONLY speak Swedish […] The twins will not be confused b the multitude of languages! No more French, no more Arabic. 
168 Jonas memory ndci Dads change languages. Dads shrink a little. 
193 Kadir chapter ndci “No…my photographic alias shall be spelled…Krister Holmström Abbas Khemiri!” 
194 Kadir chapter ndci Rather, he wanted to maximize the distance between himself and those prejudices that degraded Swedish Arabs. Therefore he selectioned a name that he considered attractive, professional, and well known. 
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Table 4.1 (cont.)     
Page Name Mode Label Text 
196 Jonas memory ndml Since that day the fat Indian is one of you. 
201 Jonas memory ndci 
Soon you start having whole-grain bread instead of rye bread and one time you have Skagen shrimp salad at home and 
it’s a weekday and it’s just sitting there in the refrigerator and there’s not even a note about “for the weekend” and you 
think that this, just like this, must be what it’s like to live in the rich part of Söder and have vice president parents. 
202 Jonas memory ndci 
[…] Dads, who have given up his beautiful Khemirish where all the languages were blended with all the others until no 
outsider could understand. In order to instead start stumbling over consonants, abusing prepositions, and taming his 
tongue to approach the melody of Swedish. 
209 Jonas memory ndci 
It’s the summer when you take sunset walks on beaches like real families and sometimes Grandma comes along and 
sometimes Grandma and Dads agree that the day was nice but that the sunset was really more beautiful the day before. 
Dads pull little brothers in the wagon proudly like a real dad […] 
212 Jonas memory ndci Dads get a wrinkle in his forehead. Then he says: how do you know they were racists? Maybe they were just joking? 
215 Jonas memory ndml 
[…] Patrik says as though by chance that his real dad is from Chile. IS that true? Of course it’s true, because Patrik’s 
middle name is Jorge and the Swedish dad is just a stepdad […] you realize that Patrik must also be the same sort as 
you, Melinda, and Imran […] so you say: But then you’re a blatte too! 
217 Jonas memory ndci 
When Mansour says for the third time: But, but seriously…racism at the university is still the worst, because now my 
dissertation…he is interrupted by roaring Dads. Damn it, go home then! You damn idiot! What are you doing here? Get 
out! Go home! 
218 Jonas memory ndci 
Dads […] mumbling that Pernilla is right in saying that the Aristocats are Aristoidiots […] you still hear how Dasd say 
that they are lazy immigrants and they should help themselves instead of just sitting there on their asses and 
complaining. 
218 Jonas memory ndmi And for you Christmas present hunting is the simplest child’s play because you’re Muslim so it’s okay to buy all the presents on the same day. 
218 Jonas memory ndmi Then the Christmas presents are almost done and Dads nod, pleased, and say: There are advantages to being Muslim, aren’t there? 
219 Kadir email ndci 
Why did your father say these angry words about Negro music? I believe it can be explained by his expanded irritation 
with other immigrants. He was frustrated by immigrants’ incapacity to abandon their traditions and feared that lazy 
immigrants would limit his sons’ future chances. He was ached by the growing number of veiled women. He was 
alarmed about Sweden’s modification. And most of all he was irritated by the growing number of Negroes. Eritreans 
and Somalians steadily increased their numbers, they echoed their unabashed laughs on the metro, they lazyboned 
themselves at suburban cafés, they repeated their songs of complaint about the racism of Sweden. 
230 Kadir chapter ndci 
Soon we will probably be able to relocalize our address to the inner-city Östermalm, my children will be able to play 
with the children of fully Swedish journalists and politicians! My three sons will be like the generality of regular 
Swedes! No outsiderness will ever infect their souls! They will excel their mentalities and play tennis and practice piano 
and bear tidy collar shirts and be diplomaed with the highest grades and drape themselves in custom-tailored Boss suits. 
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Table 4.1 (cont.)     
Page Name Mode Label Text 
235 Jonas memory ndml 
[…] we have to stand strong and not let ourselves be separated because there are more and more racists and fucking 
skinheads hang out at the helicopter platform and the Nazis own the city every November 30 and it’s us against them, 
don’t you get it!? It’s white against black, it’s Swediots against blattar and I swear any blatte that fight with another 
blatte, he worse than the biggest Bert Karlsson […] 
237 Jonas memory dml […] because Patrik is starting to have problems coming into town because his parents have become worried about the change in his clothing style and his new vocabulary. 
239 Jonas memory dml […] Imran says a Swediot alcoholic spit on the windshield and yelled Muslim whore when his mom dropped his sister off at handball practice last week. 
240 Jonas memory dml 
It’s Bert Karlsson who says that ninety percent of all crimes against the elderly are committed by Gypsies and wishes 
that Bengt Westerberg’s daughter would be infected with HIV by a refugee. It’s Ian Wachtmeister with the fisherman’s 
hat and hawk nose who shouts about “full speed ahead” and thinks all refugees should be tested for AIDS and no 
mosques should be allowed in Sweden and the Swediots laugh […] 
240 Jonas memory ndci 
Because Dads start to call immigrants “them” and Dads say: After all, there are getting to be a few too many immigrants 
here in Sweden and Dads say: After all, there are still many who don’t act as they should. […] And lots of immigrants 
are lazy idiots who just sit around and live on welfare and tightly hold on to their traditions. 
242 Jonas memory ndci […] and [Dads] say with flaky wine lips and stifled burps: Hey…why do you only hang out with immigrants? […] Why no Swedish friends? Are you racist? 
252 Jonas memory ndml 
Some [parents] take a stand and roar their rage when Friggebo and Bildt want to join hands and sing “We Shall 
Overcome” in Rinkeby. Some arrange demonstrations and lead torchlight processions and organize national immigrant 
strikes. Some make their last names invisible in the phone book and say to their children: Study whatever you want as 
long as you can do it abroad because this whore country isn’t going to want to have us here in ten years […] laugh at our 
memories of this uncultured land of barbarians. 
253 Kadir chapter ndml/ ndci 
[Jonas] “Haven’t you heard? There is an immigrant strike! All immigrants are stopping work today.” 
[Abbas] “I am NOT an immigrant! Why does everyone name me an immigrant? How long should I migrate? I am 
Swedish. I have passed half my life here 
257 Jonas memory ndci […] and your friends pretend not to hear your Dads’ mumbling about that you can bet it was vandal blattar who did it, typical immigrants, they hate other immigrants who succeed […] 
259 Jonas memory ndci 
[Dads’] reptilian-quick surprise attack is most often with words and seldom with blows, an attack that makes clear that 
no matter what you do, you will always be a disgrace to the family because you spend time with the […] sweat-stinking 
monkeys when you really should be spending time with Östermalm Swedes who play tennis and piano. 
266 Kadir chapter ndci [Abbas] “I have constantly proclaimed the importance of Swedish integration and the risk of relations with other immigrants. […] I have been sufficiently careful of relating too much about his origins.” 
275 Jonas memory ndml What was once […] Krister Holmström Abbas Khemiri’s photographic pet studio has now become Blatte for Life’s meeting center […] It’s here everything joins together […] All on the same side, totally without self-loathing. 
!
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Table 4.1 (cont.)   
Page Name Mode Label Text 
287 Kadir chapter ndci And these are three people who are not worth your escort anyway. these are three who should know better than to encourage my son’s confused imagination! they try to cultivate seeds of outsiderness in my son’s head […] 
292 Kadir chapter ndci 
But to live isolated in that country where [Abbas] gave his all was to him impossible. He had transformed his name, he 
had curved his tongue to perfection the Swedish language. He had even named his son Jonas instead of Younes! What 
more could be expected? For all that, Sweden was the country where he was still seen as a constant outsider. 
!
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Table 4.2: Table of expectations, access, acceptance, and values in intercultural interactions in the novel Montecore 
Page Name Mode Label Text 
38 Kadir email DE No, neither “social services” not “student aid” existed to support your father’s legal studies. But you are a very funny Swede who asks. 
67 Abbas letter DE Everything in Sweden is odorless and colorless, properly squared, white and pink and soft in resemblance to the forearm skin that is Pernilla’s.  
67 Abbas letter A Before the festival Pernilla said: “Just so you know—Swedes’ Christmas traditions are a very internal affair and it takes many years before one reaches the status of being invited as an external guest.” 
71 Abbas letter V Spring in Sweden smells and lives, people are dormanting from their hibernation, they smile on the metro, and sometimes (but seldom) the neighbors return one’s greetings in the elevator. 
74 Abbas letter V The sun shone in the typical Swedish way; it dazzled one’s eyes without offering more than the superficial warmth of the skin. 
75 Abbas letter V My camera documented this bizarre behavior and my plan is to name my premiere collection Stockholm: Sunnish Corners and Wintry Bicylces. 
77 Abbas letter A Their ambition, of course, was to guarantee that our alliance was not motivated by my hunger for a Swedish residency permit. 
78 Abbas letter DE 
An economy is vital in order to receive the respect of the Swedes and leave the pigeonhole of the immigrant. […] [My 
mother-in-law] often repeats me that she comes from a noblish history in Denmark with strong Christian values and that 
she certainly doesn’t oppose immigrants in Sweden just as long as they conduct themselves properly and learn Swedish 
and do not cement their traditions. 
79 Abbas letter V But it is a silence that is of goodwill and understanding rather than the pressing silence that characterizes Swedish elevators. 
81 Kadir email V But…just before [your father] goes, they ask, of course, the oh-so-vital-for-Swedes question of national background. 
80 Abbas letter V [Pernilla] has presented me with multitudes of forms from the teaching institute and repeated the mantra that Swedish in Sweden is very vital knowledge. 
83-
84 Jonas memory NE 
And normal parents have reading glasses, and they yawn and watch Eurovision and Tipsextra soccer matches on TV. 
[…] when [normal parents] go to the city they melt into the masses […] But when Dads go to the city people turn their 
heads […]  
114 Jonas memory E Besides, Dads have explained that the speech therapist was a typical Swede. A real racist. 
124 Jonas memory DE Moms circle Swedish courses at the Worker’s Educational Association and programs to become a home language teacher […]  
133 Kadir email A How can I get you to forget the insultations of the hate letter? Jonas: You are NOT a camel-fucking Muslim negroid ape who should be sent home or shot. 
135 Abbas letter A In this year’s election commotion, the Conservatives’ master, Ulf Adelsohn, expressed: “A Swede is a Swede and a Negro a Negro.” 
135 Abbas letter DE He said that of course the Swede’s eyes sting when immigrant children take limousines from “upper-class Östermalm apartments” to sumptuous home language lessons, while Swedish children must hike. 
!
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Table 4.2 (cont.)   
Page Name Mode Label Text 
135 Abbas letter A How will my three sons grow successfully in this country? How will their brown skin and black hair find success in a context where neo-Nazis have begun to manifest openly in the streets and refugee homes are attacked with firebombs? 
137 Abbas letter A Particularly in Sweden, which already bears an increased suspicion against those who do not bear skin of the pink color. 
137 Abbas letter V [Pernilla] And your own knowledge of Swedish, when will that be absorbed, exactly? 
142 Kadir chapter A 
For several years in a row [Abbas] had sought but been refused the Work Stipend, Travel Stipend, and Project Stipend 
from the Swedish Art Grants Committee. […] “It has been very complicated to receive trust as foreign-born in this 
country,” said your father […] likewise to localize a location that is not suddenly rented when they hear my foreign 
accent. […]” 
143 Kadir chapter V 
[Abbas] “Refaat was electored to Sweden’s most excellent badge of honor.” 
[Kadir] “The Nobel Prize?” 
“No.” 
“The position of Swedish Prime Minister?” 
“No.” 
“The position as master of IKEA?” 
“No.” 
“The position of ABBA singer?” 
144 Kadir chapter Y [Abbas] “Swede of the Year! An Egyptian as Swede of the Year! A Brazilian German as queen!” 
144 Kadir chapter V [Abbas] “For those who do not choose the road of laziness, Sweden is a country of a thousand free paths, just pick a path!” 
144 Kadir chapter V [Abbas] “There it is…what the Swedes call lagom. Not too large, not too small. Exactly lagom.” 
145 Kadir chapter V 
[Abbas] “Thanks to my wife I have succeeded in transforming my mentality so that it has become almost entirely 
Swedish. Some one Swedish hundred rules are now my routine.” 
[Kadir] “Like what?” 
“[…] I stand to the right on escalators. I brush my teeth evening and morning. I offtake my shoes before I invade 
apartments. I use the seat belt even when I sit in the backseats of cars. I will soon begin to understand the logic that 
retired relatives should be isolated in so-called nursing houses. […] I express triple thanks each time I invest a 
newspaper. I never haggle in stores. I can discuss weather and wind for hours with the precision of a meteorologist. Each 
time I am about to greet my neighbors I restrain myself into silence by thinking of the proverb ‘A Swede is silent.’ […] 
If I dine at a restaurant, I make sure that the woman pays her share of the bill. Those times I imbibe alcohol, I do not top 
before unconsciousness is near to me. I never expose anger if an alcoholic Swede on the metro happens to insult me.” 
146 Kadir chapter R [Abbas] “Only in the case of exception has someone perhaps whispered names like […] damn Turk.” 
158 Kadir chapter V [Abbas] “Swedes bear a certain suspiciousness, particularly toward us Swedes who do not bear Swedish appearance.” 
161 Kadir chapter V [Abbas] “And Swedish is the only language that works in Sweden. No other country I have afflicted has tied a greater worth to the perfection of language.” 
!
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Table 4.2 (cont.)   
Page Name Mode Page Name 
164 Jonas memory V […] the others at school aren’t like you because most of them have cars and brand-name clothes and their own video games and cable TV and fancy country cottages and Christmas lists that are pages long. 
167 Jonas memory R 
[…] Svenska Dagbladet journalist wrote that Refaat was certainly unique in Swedish industry because he “with his Arab 
origin has a totally different view of truth and life than regular Swedes.” […] Dads mumble: This country is very bizarre 
to me, first you’re an Arab and then you’re Swede of the Year and then you’re an Arab again. 
171 Jonas memory V Swedish is the language of loans. When in doubt about a Swedish word—choose the French equivalent. Or English. 
172 Jonas memory V Swedes love song and music. No people sings in choir more than Swedes. 
173 Jonas memory V Swedes are extremely amorous about payment to the government. 
174 Jonas memory V ALL of nature is constantly present for them. They are alone in the celebrated Everyman’s Right. Nature is EVERYTHING for them. 
175 Jonas memory V What can trace the influence of nature better than the last names of celebrities? 
175 Jonas memory V Swedes are the Forest People! Sweden is the Land of Trees! 
177 Jonas memory V […] Swedes are the Alcohol People. […] They are the Dairy People […] 
178 Jonas memory V The Swedes are also the Climate People? 
190 Kadir chapter R 
Abbas’ smile is reduced when he discovers the multitude of posters that have been pasted on the pillars above the 
escalator to the train station. They say, “Do YOU want YOUR children to face MECCA?” and “Out with the 
RIFFRAFF,” and “Stop the MASS RAPES, stop the MASS IMMIGRATION” […] 
202 Jonas memory R 
There it only takes one single mini-mistake for Dads to be met with the obnoxious smile, the smile that smells like dill 
chips, uncooked meatballs, and egg farts, the smile that has hidden fangs and pats his head condescendingly and whispers 
clever idiot and trytofitinbutyoucan’tfoolme. 
203 Jonas memory R One single wrong preposition is all it takes. A single en word that should ne an ett. Then their second-long pause, the pause they love, the pause that shows that no matter how much you try, we will always, ALWAYS see through you. 
209 Jonas memory DE 
And Dads are nice and polite, Dads eat their kassler and speak their Swedish and don’t even start a discussions when 
Moms’ aunts comment on the hundred-meter race and the camera shows the waving Kenyan (he looks dangerous) and 
then the waving black American (wouldn’t want to meet him in a dark alley) and the waving Irishman (oh, he looks nice). 
220 Jonas memory R 
From a distance you can already see salesmen who scan you with eagle eyes. They notice your arrival. They watch your 
movements. They look from the bottom up at Dads’ rolled-up green corduroy pants and brown leather jacket and dirty 
Djurgården scarf. They swallow their perfumed throats, walk to the register, and lift the telephone. Soon you see the 
guard who’s rushing his steps to get there. 
247 Kadir chapter NE 
Mostly [Abbas] interpellated himself the same repeated questions. What am I doing here? How can this country note me 
as immigrated after so many years of taxable lodging? And why does my idiotic son take this insultation and exalt it as 
ideal? 
!
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Table 4.2 (cont.)   
Page Name Mode Label Text 
265 Kadir chapter V [Abbas] “Some ten Swedes with non-Swedish looks have been shot down during the fall and spring. The racist attacks have increased with steady frequency.” 
265 Kadir chapter V 
[Abbas] “[…] and do you know what present [Jonas] inquired for his anniversary? The map of Tunisia to have around his 
neck. He does not want to study economics and he calls me a betrayer of ‘Arab ideals.’ Once he quoted the Koran to my 
face.” 
267 Kadir chapter Y [Pernilla’s mother] Your father is a good man, I’ve always said so. And it sure can’t be easy to come from a third-world country and then come here and try to understand our customs. But he tried, anyway, and he should get credit for that. 
275 Kadir chapter V 
Do you realize how comical it was that you, in your ambition to minimize your Swedishness, started to attribute such a 
crucial weight to the value of ethnicity? Because what is more “Swediotic” than to attach people to their ethnicities? Who 
does this better than the Swedes? 
292 Kadir chapter NE 
But to live isolated in that country where [Abbas] gave his all was to him impossible. He had transformed his name, he 
had curved his tongue to perfection the Swedish language. He had even named his son Jonas instead of Younes! What 
more could be expected? For all that, Sweden was the country where he was still seen as a constant outsider. 
!
!
!
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS 
 
Khemiri, the author and a member of an ethnic minority culture in Sweden, and his novel 
Montecore, a story about the experiences of migrants and their progeny in an historical 
homogenous culture, were chosen by this researcher because of their ability to offer insight on 
ethnic minority perspectives regarding adaptation. My argument is that such perspectives are 
necessary input as the European Commission seeks to coordinate integration policy between 
member states. Integration policy is a member state competence, the supranational coordination 
of which will require unified definitions of actors, factors, and goals. The Commission’s lack of 
experience in this competence leaves it incompetent on the issue of social adaptation. As such, 
research projects such as this one can form a necessary bridge between said lack of experience 
and the competence necessary to successfully handle this novel undertaking.  
This analysis will consider the actors, factors, and goals of the intercultural interactions 
presented in Montecore, and determine which option, acculturation framework or cultural fusion 
theory, gives a more accurate understanding of intercultural interaction and the ethnic minority 
experience in Sweden. The conclusions of this discussion will then be applied to documents the 
European Commission has published regarding its coordination of integration policy. I will then 
discuss the diction in the Commission’s documents, and draw conclusions about the 
Commission’s coordination of integration efforts. 
 
The Implications of Table 4.1 
By way of reminder, Berry’s acculturation framework states the following about the 
relationship between actors, factors, and goals: 
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• non-dominant lack of maintenance (chosen or not) + non-dominant lack of interest = 
marginalization 
• non-dominant maintenance + non-dominant lack of interest = separation (when lack 
of interest is chosen by the non-dominant individual) 
• non-dominant maintenance + non-dominant lack of interest = segregation (when lack 
of interest is chosen by dominant culture/individual) 
• non-dominant maintenance + non-dominant interest = integration (and can only be 
achieved with dominant culture approval) 
• non-dominant lack of maintenance (by choice) + non-dominant interest = 
assimilation 
Kerry’s cultural fusion theory states the following about the relationship between actors, factors, 
and goals: 
• complete assimilation is impossible due to the limits of complete adaptation, such as 
ethnicity, aspects of outward appearance, or place of origin 
• dominant culture expectations of non-dominant-only change to get acceptance = 
assimilationist  
• a degree of non-dominant change of values/behaviors + a degree of non-dominant 
maintenance + a degree of dominant change of practices/beliefs/norms + a degree of 
dominant maintenance = cultural fusion 
Table 4.1 of the research findings includes five labels for the intercultural interactions. 
The first is ndci, “non-dominant change and interest”, which indicates an intercultural interaction 
in which an individual from an ethnic minority changed their beliefs or behaviors with expressed 
interest toward interacting with the dominant culture or an individual or individuals from the 
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dominant culture. Thus on page 69, when Abbas (non-dom) indicates his intention to alter his 
mentality (change) to surpass the Swedish mentality of Pernilla’s family and win their 
admiration (interest), that interaction is labeled as ndci, and is an indication of assimilation and 
assimilationist practices.  
The second label is ndml, “non-dominant maintenance and lack of interest”, which 
indicates an intercultural interaction in which an individual from an ethnic minority maintained 
their beliefs or behaviors without interest toward interacting with the dominant culture. Thus on 
page 157, when Kadir and Abbas (non-dom) choose Arabic (maintenance) as the language to 
shout insults (lack of interest) at potential Swedish customers who leave Abbas’ studio upon 
seeing his ethnic minority countenance (lack of interest), that interaction is labeled as ndml, and 
is an indication of both separation, in that Kadir and Abbas make a choice to alienate dominant 
culture customers, and segregation, in that the dominant culture customers make a choice to not 
patronize a business run by individuals of an ethnic minority. It is also an indication that speaks 
against the possibility of cultural fusion. 
The third label is dml, “dominant maintenance and lack of interest”, which indicates an 
intercultural interaction in which an individual or individuals from the dominant culture 
maintained their beliefs or behaviors without interest toward interacting with an individual from 
an ethnic minority culture. Thus on page 78, when Ruth (dominant) implies that Christianity and 
the Swedish language (maintenance) are required for acceptance over the immigrant’s own 
traditions (lack of interest), that interaction is labeled as dml, which speaks toward segregation, 
and is an indication that speaks against the possibility of cultural fusion. 
The fourth label is ndmi, “non-dominant maintenance and interest”, which indicates an 
intercultural interaction in which an individual from an ethnic minority maintained their beliefs 
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or behaviors with expressed interest toward interacting with the dominant culture or an 
individual or individuals from the dominant culture. Thus on page 218, when Jonas and Abbas 
(non-dom) assert the benefits of being Muslim (maintenance) while taking part in the Swedish 
Christmas present shopping tradition (interest), that interaction is labeled as ndmi, and is an 
indication of integration, and represents the non-dominant individual’s part in cultural fusion. 
The fifth label is dci, “dominant change and interest”, which indicates an intercultural 
interaction in which an individual or individuals from the dominant culture changed their beliefs 
or behaviors with an expressed interest toward interacting with an individual from an ethnic 
minority culture. Thus on page 111, when Pernilla (dominant) uses French rather than Swedish 
(change) to communicate effectively with Abbas (interest), that interaction is labeled as dci, and 
represents the dominant individual’s part in both integration and cultural fusion. 
Notably, the following categories are missing from the Table 4.1 findings. The first is 
ndcl, “non-dominant change and lack of interest”, which would indicate marginalization. 
Though such intercultural interactions might occur in Sweden, they are not indicated in this 
particular novel. The omission of this category from the novel could indicate that the author does 
not believe ethnic minorities in Sweden chose change from a place of indifference. The second 
category that does not appear in the Table 4.1 findings is dmi, “dominant maintenance and 
interest”, which could be a component of cultural fusion. Though such intercultural interactions 
might occur in Sweden, the non-dominant focus of this particular novel amplifies the perspective 
of ethnic minorities. As this label is a component of Kramer’s cultural fusion theory, its absence 
indicates that Kramer’s theory may not be applicable for the intercultural interactions in this 
novel. The third category that does not appear in the Table 4.1 findings is dcl, “dominant change 
and lack of interest”, a scenario which may be difficult to envision and define, but could be 
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connected to such practices as cultural appropriation, in which the dominant culture changes to 
accept aspects of an ethnic minority culture, such as music, food, or dress, without an interest in 
accepting the ethnic minority individuals themselves.  
When totaled, the number of each label gives an indication of which interactions are most 
prevalent to the author, a member of an ethnic minority. These totals can then guide discussion 
of which option, acculturation framework or cultural fusion theory, gives a more accurate 
understanding of intercultural interaction and the ethnic minority experience in Sweden. In total, 
the Table 4.1 findings show the following about the occurrences of intercultural interactions 
within the novel Montecore: 
 
Table 5.1: Totals of the intercultural interaction labels in Montecore 
Total ndci ndml dml ndmi dci 
61 34 10 6 6 5 
 
 
Discussion of Table 4.1 Findings 
The ndci label, which corresponds with Berry’s assimilation and Kramer’s assimilationist 
practices, occurs most often in the intercultural interactions in the novel. This label appears over 
three times more frequently than the second most frequent, the ndml label. Before exploring the 
significance of the frequency of the ndci label, it should be noted that the other four labels that 
appear in the Table 4.1 findings could be combined in pairs based on the shared indications of 
their occurrences, to give a broader look at the frequency of occurrences. Namely, the ndml and 
dml occurrences can be combined to provide a broad look at segregation, and the ndmi and dci 
occurrences can be combined to provide a broad look at integration. Combining the findings in 
this manner provides the following totals: 
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Table 5.2: Segregation/integration totals of the intercultural interaction labels in Montecore 
Total ndci ndml + dml ndmi + dci 
61 34 16 11 
 
Even with the combined labels, the ndci, or assimilation and assimilationist practices, double and 
treble the segregation and integration labels. Furthermore, the ndci, ndml, and dml occurrences 
can be combined to provide a broad look at the unlikelihood of cultural fusion, and the ndmi and 
dci occurrences can be combined to provide a broad look at the likelihood of cultural fusion. 
Combining the findings in this manner provides the following totals: 
 
Table 5.3: Cultural fusion totals of the intercultural interaction labels in Montecore 
Total ndci + ndml + dml ndmi + dci 
61 50 11 
 
With the combined labels, the labels that speak to the unlikelihood of cultural fusion nearly 
quintuple the labels that speak to the likelihood of cultural fusion. 
Based upon these totals, it is my assertion that the intercultural interactions in Sweden, as 
perceived by an author from an ethnic minority in the novel Montecore, fit the assimilation 
strategy, without the conditions necessary for cultural fusion. Thus, Berry’s acculturation 
framework gives a more accurate understanding of perceptions of intercultural interaction and 
the ethnic minority experience in Sweden from the perspective of an author from an ethnic 
minority, with assimilation as the predominant acculturation strategy in a state with a purported 
integration policy. Given the warnings both Berry and Kramer give about the unfeasibility of 
assimilation, per these findings and this analysis, the burden of change in intercultural 
interactions in Sweden are placed on the non-dominant individual, those of ethnic minorities, 
with low potential for success. 
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Though the findings and analysis do not favor Kramer’s cultural fusion theory, the 
findings in Table 4.2 hold implications about aspects of his theory, as well as Berry’s 
acculturation framework.  
 
The Implications of Table 4.2 
By way of reminder, Berry’s acculturation framework assumes it is the responsibility of 
the non-dominant individual to change in an intercultural interaction, with access to the dominant 
culture a necessary component of all four strategies, and approval from the dominant culture a 
necessary component for the integration strategy. Kramer’s cultural fusion theory states that both 
the dominant and non-dominant individuals bear responsibility to change in an intercultural 
interaction in order to reach a harmonious intercultural relationship. 
Table 4.2 of the research findings includes five labels for parameters of intercultural 
interactions, which affect the responsibility and potential for Berry’s acculturation strategies and 
Kramer’s cultural fusion theory. The first label is DE, “dominant expectation”, which indicates 
that the dominant culture individual/culture expects the ethnic minority individual/culture to bear 
the responsibility to change in an intercultural interaction. Thus on page 124, when Pernilla 
circles Swedish language courses for Abbas to take in order to learn the language, that is labeled 
as DE, which aligns with Berry’s acculturation strategies and partially aligns with Kramer’s 
cultural fusion theory. 
The second label is NE, “non-dominant expectation”, which indicates that the ethnic 
minority individual/culture expects the dominant culture individual/culture to bear the 
responsibility to change in an intercultural interaction. Thus on page 247, when Abbas expresses 
offense at still being perceived as an immigrant despite years of living and working in Sweden, 
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that is labeled as NE, which does not align with Berry’s acculturation strategies and partially 
aligns with Kramer’s cultural fusion theory. 
The third label is A, “access”, which indicates whether, or under what conditions, the 
ethnic minority individual is allowed participation in the dominant culture. Thus on page 135, 
when Abbas notes the prevalent lack of trust for those who are not Caucasian, that is labeled as 
A, which is a necessary component for all four of Berry’s acculturation strategies, as well as for 
Kramer’s cultural fusion theory. 
The fourth label is V, “value”, which indicates the values of the cultures, partial 
acceptance of which, or tolerance of, is required for two of Berry’s acculturation strategies, 
assimilation and integration, and for Kramer’s cultural fusion theory, and the maintenance or 
change of which is a component of Berry’s separation and segregation strategies. Thus on page 
275, when Kadir states that Jonas’s emphasis on the importance of ethnicity is a very Swedish 
viewpoint, that is labeled as V. 
The fifth label is R, “rejection”, which indicates disapproval by the dominant 
culture/individual of the non-dominant culture/individual, which negates Berry’s integration 
strategy and speaks against Kramer’s cultural fusion theory. Thus on page 190, when Abbas 
encounters Islamophobic propaganda, that is labeled as R. 
The sixth label is Y, “approval”, which indicates approval by the dominant 
culture/individual of the non-dominant culture/individual, and is required for Berry’s integration 
strategy, as well as a component of Kramer’s cultural fusion theory. Thus on page 144, when 
Abbas notes two ethnic minority individuals’ high stations in Swedish society, that is labeled as 
Y. 
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When totaled, the number of each label gives an indication of which factors are most 
prevalent to the author, a member of an ethnic minority. These totals can then build upon the 
analysis of the previous section, and further guide discussion of which option, acculturation 
framework or cultural fusion theory, gives a more accurate understanding of intercultural 
interaction and the ethnic minority experience in Sweden. In total, the Table 4.2 findings show 
the following about the occurrences of intercultural interactions within the novel Montecore: 
 
Table 5.4: Totals of the intercultural interaction factor labels in Montecore 
Total DE NE A V R Y 
49 6 3 7 25 6 2 
 
The DE, A, R, and Y labels can be evaluated as a natural quartet, as dominant 
expectations, access, rejection and acceptance are all factors of Berry’s acculturation strategies. 
The presence of dominant culture expectations, and the fact that they are twice as frequent as 
non-dominant expectations, is an indication that Berry’s strategies are applicable to these 
intercultural interactions, as Kramer’s cultural fusion theory would call for a more balanced field 
of expectations. Five of the “access” intercultural interactions pertain to skin color, ethnic 
background, and/or nation of origin, characteristics that Kramer argues make complete 
assimilation impossible, though the DE findings indicate assimilationist practices and the belief 
that the non-dominant individual is supposed to strive for assimilation. Furthermore, the fact that 
rejection occurs three times more often than acceptance makes Berry’s integration an unlikely 
acculturation strategy in these conditions.  
Taken together, these factors favor Berry’s acculturation strategies over Kramer’s 
cultural fusion theory, and support the previous section’s assertion that the intercultural 
interactions in Sweden, as perceived by an author from an ethnic minority in the novel 
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Montecore, fit the assimilation strategy, without the conditions necessary for cultural fusion. 
Thus, Berry’s acculturation framework gives a more accurate understanding of intercultural 
interaction and the ethnic minority experience in Sweden, with assimilation as the predominant 
acculturation strategy in a state with a purported integration policy. 
 
Additional Indications of the Findings 
All of the dci occurrences take place in the private sphere, specifically in the context of 
individuals with intimate personal relationships: Pernilla talking with Abbas, both speaking with 
Kadir, family and friends gathered at a party. That is not to say no other types of labeled 
occurrences happened in the private sphere: to the contrary, occurrences of ndci, dml, ndml, and 
ndmi take place in both the private sphere and the public sphere. The fact that dci occurrences 
only take place in the private sphere raises two key questions: 
• As dci is necessary as the dominant individual’s part in both integration and cultural 
fusion, does dci need to shift from the private to the public sphere for successful 
implementation of integration policy? 
• If so, what role can the state and the EU play in facilitating this move of dci from the 
private sphere to the public sphere? 
These questions fall outside the scope of this research project, but merit future investigation. 
Abbas and Jonas state two clear, diametrically opposed adaptation goals. Abbas wishes 
for himself and his sons to not be “infected” by “outsiderness” and to earn his son’s pride: “All I 
have wanted in my entire life is for your pride in me to be as eternal and universal as my pride in 
you” (Khemiri 2011). Jonas wants to embrace and flaunt his minority status, and goes so far as to 
create a group and motto, Blatte for Life, with his friends: blatte is a decades-old derogatory term 
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akin to black skull (svartskalle), and immigrant (invandrare/immigrant) which has been 
embraced by some ethnic minorities in Sweden (Lacatus 2007). This collection of friends 
includes Jonas himself, who is half Tunisian and half Swedish, Melinda, who is Nigerian, Imran, 
who is Pakistani Baloch, and Patrik, who is half Chilean, half Swedish. Jonas and his friends use 
American culture as a unifier for their diverse ethnic backgrounds: they form a deep bond over 
Dungeons & Dragons, they reference movies such as Back to the Future and Mafia films, and 
they listen to rap music like Eric B & Rakim, Public Enemy, and NWA, with the careful practice 
of replacing the derogatory epithets in the original lyrics with blatte. Khemiri invokes this same 
relationship between blatte and the American ethnic minority culture of hip-hop in his first novel 
as well (Lacatus 2007). The generational differences between adaptation goals and the use of a 
third culture as a unification tool raises four key questions: 
• How do the differences in adaptation goals between first generation and second 
generation immigrants compare to any generational differences that might exist 
between the goals of ethnic minority individuals whose parents are both nationals 
and/or their parents/progeny? 
• Is the creation of a shared third culture by ethnic minority youth an intentional 
rejection of the dominant culture? 
• Is the creation of a shared third culture by ethnic minority youth a response to 
rejection by dominant culture? 
• In either case, what is the significance of the choice of the American ethnic minority 
culture of hip-hop as the shared third culture? 
These questions fall outside the scope of this research project, but merit future investigation. 
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Finally, the choice of Jonas and his friends to embrace a third culture speaks to the role of 
identity in adaptation. Abbas claims that in embracing American hip-hop culture, his son “is not 
Swedish, he is not Tunisian, he is NOTHING. He is a constant cavity who varies himself by his 
context like a full-fledged chameleon” (Khemiri 2011). Though Abbas views Jonas’s fluidity as 
a negative that leads to a total lack of identity, one could argue it is simply an indication of 
double-consciousness. Furthermore, the choice to embrace a third culture raises the question of 
whether ethnic minorities in the EU might, beyond the supposed dual identity of EU citizens 
(national identity and EU identity), define themselves as having a triple, quadruple, or even 
quintuple identity, including some combination of nation of origin identity, immigrant and/or 
ethnic minority identity, national identity, EU identity, and third culture identity. This question 
falls outside the scope of this research project, but merits future investigation. 
 
A Close Look at Language as a Value and Factor 
Several cultural values appear in the novel, with Swedish values most often cited. These 
values include: 
! Soft-spokenness 
! Holidays and festivities 
! Consumerism 
! Appreciation of nature 
! Gainful employment 
! Names 
! Religion 
! Language 
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As language plays a large role in the intercultural interactions, it merits a closer look as a factor 
in Swedish dominant culture. Through interviews with librarians who work at sites that serve a 
largely ethnic minority patronage in two of Sweden’s most populous cities, this researcher 
confirmed that there is an imbalance in language acquisition between ethnic Swedes and ethnic 
minorities. For example, there is a dearth of librarians who speak immigrant languages at these 
sites, though there is a pressing need for such given the services provided to immigrant 
communities. Given the influx of refugees over the past few years, some library administrators 
are questioning whether it is best to train librarians in the relevant immigrant languages, or best 
to hire individuals who can speak the relevant languages and train them to be librarians. 
Library programming also plays a role in language acquisition as an aspect of 
intercultural interactions. Jaime Johnston has conducted research on conversation-based 
programming, such as language cafes, conversation groups, memory groups, and story circles, at 
the Språkhörnan language cafe at Malmö City Library, building upon the developing body of 
research by such scholars as Aabø, Atlestam, Audunson, Gundersen, Hjerpe, Myhre, Ulvik, and 
Vårheim (Johnston 2016b). This collective research indicates that migrants, such as ethnic 
minority individuals, feel more comfortable interacting with non-migrants, or dominant culture 
individuals, at the library, and that the trust created by these interactions through conversation-
based programming can facilitate “mutual integration”, even though the focus of such 
programming is typically non-dominant acquisition of the dominant culture language, Swedish 
(Johnston 2016a and Johnston 2016b). The Språkhörnan language cafe at Malmö City Library is 
a voluntary, once a week gathering that is organized by the Red Cross as a part of its integration 
initiative. Johnston notes that this programming is effective because 1) migrants already using 
public libraries as meeting places, 2) recent migrants already seek contact and information from 
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library staff, and 3) public libraries are trusted institutions (Johnston 2016a). This research 
supports the assertion that language is an important value as it relates to adaptation, and raises 
questions about the role trust plays for both the dominant and non-dominant individual in 
intercultural interactions. This question falls outside the scope of this research project, but merits 
future investigation. 
A close look at how Sweden has managed language acquisition with a particular ethnic 
minority can cast further light on the role of language as a value in the dominant culture. The 
Sámi are an indigenous population that lives in the Arctic areas of two continents in a region 
called the Sápmi, which covers the northern parts of the Norway, Sweden, and Finland, and the 
Russian Kola Peninsula. The Sámi are a semi-nomadic, with a population estimated between 
70,000 and 100,000, with some 17,000 Sámi in Sweden (Anaya 2011). The Nordic countries 
have historically treated the Sámi as an inferior People. Race biology of the early 20th century 
placed ethnic Swedes as the Nordic racial ideal above the “Lapp”, this term being a former 
exonym for the Sámi that is now considered derogatory by most (Heith 2013). This once 
government-funded and academically supported stance negatively influenced both Swedish and 
Sámi opinions of Sámi language and culture. For instance, yoiking, or traditional Sámi singing, 
was shunned by the church and forbidden by the government, marginalizing Sámi religious 
beliefs, traditions, and language.  
Prior to World War II, Sámi education was largely conducted at boarding schools, where 
Sámi pupils were acculturated in the language and culture of the school’s state. Such policies and 
practices denied Sámi education in their mother tongue, as well as other protections of the 
language, creating a breech in the intergenerational transmission of the language. Decades of 
post-WWII language and education policies designed to assimilate the Sámi to Scandinavian 
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majority languages and majority culture left the Sámi with further generational gaps in the 
dialects of their mother tongue. This gap is most prevalent in southern Sweden, where Sámi 
populations have been more susceptible to assimilation with the majority cultures. Those who 
speak Sámi rarely do so outside the home. 
Of the Swedish Sámi population, an estimated 5,000-7,000 people speak North Sámi (a 
Central Sámi dialect), 600-800 speak Arjeplog and Lule Sámi (Central Sámi dialects), and 400-
500 speak South Sámi (Svonni 2001). Arjeplog Sámi is critically endangered, South Sámi and 
Lule Sámi are severely endangered, and North Sámi, the dialect with the largest number of 
speakers (30,000) in Sápmi, is definitely endangered. Akkala Sámi is already lost—the last 
speaker died in 2003; another dialect went extinct in the 19th century (Moseley 2010). As such, 
the Sámi dialects are “definitely endangered” at best, and extinct at worst. 
Though the Swedish government has begun to make efforts to support the revitalization 
of Sámi, these efforts have largely focused on funding for language acquisition through schools, 
and have faltered due to the low number of teachers proficient in the language, the lack of Sámi-
language teaching materials, and the nomadic lifestyle of the Sámi: 70% of Sámi children under 
10 do not reside in the Sámi education area (EurActiv 2011). Umeå University, located in 
Northern Sweden, and Uppsala University, in Southern Sweden, offer instruction in Sámi, but 
Sámi instruction at the primary and secondary level is negligible outside of Sápmi. While the 
government’s efforts to support the revitalization of Sámi indicate dominant culture interest, the 
localization of the effort in the northern region of the state indicate dominant culture 
maintenance. After decades of assimilationist practices, the dominant culture in Sweden has 
moved to an acculturation strategy that more closely resembles segregation than integration in 
its intercultural interactions with the ethnic minority Sámi population. 
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Implications for the European Commission’s Integration Policy 
The research findings indicate that Berry’s acculturation framework gives a more 
accurate understanding of intercultural interaction and the ethnic minority experience in Sweden, 
with assimilation as the predominant acculturation strategy despite the state’s purported 
integration policy. With this determination, the parameters are in place to address the final 
research question, that of how this more accurate understanding correlates with the European 
Commission’s intercultural interaction goals and practices. To answer this question, I will look at 
the intercultural interactions indicated in six integration policy documents from the European 
Commission and label the salient interactions in the same manner as was done in Table 4.1 and 
Table 4.2 of the findings from the novel Montecore. Then I will analyze the findings, and discuss 
what the analysis indicates about how an ethnic minority individual might perceive the European 
Commission’s integration policy. While Montecore does not directly address integration policy, 
adaptation in intercultural interactions is the thrust of the narrative; this means that the analysis 
of Montecore can be set in conversation with the straightforward analysis of whether integration 
is, indeed, the acculturation strategy indicated by the text of the European Commission's 
publications, as these publications directly state and address integration policy. In Table 5.5, the 
Member States are the dominant culture, and the migrants and minorities are the non-dominant 
culture. 
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Table 5.5: Integration in European Commission documents 
Document Label Text 
Integration 
Website 
DE 
di 
Migrants actively contribute to the economic, social and cultural development of European societies. Their successful 
integration into society in the host country is the key to maximising the opportunities of legal migration and making the most 
of the contributions that immigration can make to EU development. 
Agenda DE 
Whilst promoting better integration into the labour market of legal migrants, the Commission will step up action against 
illegal employment of third country nationals, inter alia through better enforcement and application of the Employers 
Sanctions Directive, which prohibits the employment of third-country nationals who have no right to stay in the EU. 
Agenda 
DE, A, V, Y 
dmi, ndci, 
dci, ndmi 
For the new programming period (2014-20), at least 20% of ESF resources will contribute to social inclusion, which includes 
measures for the integration of migrants with a particular focus on those seeking asylum and refugees as well as on children. 
The funds can support targeted initiatives to improve language and professional skills, improve access to services, promote 
access to the labour market, inclusive education foster inter-cultural exchanges [sic] and promote awareness campaigns 
targeting both host communities and migrants. 
Fact Sheet di Integration: the EU may provide incentives and support for measures taken by Member States to promote the integration of legally resident third-country nationals; however, there is no provision for harmonisation of national laws and regulations.  
Fact Sheet V In its resolution on the Stockholm Programme, adopted on 25 November 2009, Parliament urged that integration, immigration and asylum policies be built on full respect for fundamental rights. 
Action Plan A 
However, notwithstanding the efforts made, third-country nationals across the EU continue to fare worse than EU citizens in 
terms of employment, education, and social inclusion outcomes. At the same time, recent measures taken to improve the 
management of the large numbers of persons in need of protection which the EU currently faces, including measures on 
relocation and resettlement, have highlighted the need for those Member States with less experience with integration to 
develop effective integration strategies.  
Action Plan di The successful integration of third-country nationals is a matter of common interest to all Member States.  
Action Plan DE This Action Plan addresses the integration of migrants including refugees who are nationals of non-EU countries and who are in the EU legally. 
Action Plan V dci 
As the Commission pointed out in its Communication of 7 April 2016, national economic and social policies will need to 
cater for the recent inflow of third-country migrants and refugees, in particular to provide for their immediate needs and their 
integration into the labour market and society. This will be a challenge for many Member States but with the right conditions 
for swift and successful integration, it is also an opportunity, especially for Member States undergoing demographic changes. 
That includes on the economic front, as evidence shows that third-country nationals have a positive fiscal net contribution if 
they are well integrated in a timely manner, starting with early integration into education and the labour market. 
Action Plan V ndi 
Individual integration needs vary widely depending on the person's reason for coming to the EU and on the expected length 
of stay as well as their skills, level of education and working experiences. Highly-skilled third-country nationals who move 
for economic purposes will often benefit from integration support from their employers, for example language lessons, as 
well as the network which the work environment delivers. 
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Table 5.5 (cont.) 
Document Label Text 
Action Plan A, Y dmi, ndmi 
Actions to support the integration of third-country nationals need not, and should not, be at the expense of measures to 
benefit other vulnerable or disadvantaged groups or minorities. In fact mainstreaming the integration of third country 
nationals is and should be an integral part of efforts to modernise and build inclusive social, education, labour market, health 
and equality policies, in order to offer meaningful opportunities for all to participate in society and the economy.  
Action Plan V, Y dmi, ndmi 
The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union enshrines many rights of crucial importance to the integration 
process, including the freedoms of speech and religion, as well as the rights to equality and non-discrimination.  
Action Plan DE, A, V, Y dci, dmi, ndci 
This dynamic two-way process on integration means not only expecting third-country nationals to embrace EU fundamental 
values and learn the host language but also offering them meaningful opportunities to participate in the economy and society 
of the Member State where they settle. […] Developing welcoming, diverse and inclusive societies is a process that needs 
the engagement both of the third country nationals and of the receiving society. The promotion of intercultural dialogue, 
including interreligious dialogue between faith communities, of respect for human rights, and of European values is 
essential. 
Action Plan DE, A, V For the third country nationals concerned, in particular those coming for work or family reasons but also for refugees to be resettled, pre-departure language and job-related training can speed up integration in their future environment.  
Action Plan NE, DE, A, V 
For the resettlement of refugees, providing refugees with information on the country of resettlement, helping them building 
realistic expectations about their new life, making them aware of their rights and their duties, and equipping them with 
language and other skills that can help them succeed in their new environment are key elements to facilitate their integration 
once they reach their destination countries.  
Action Plan di, dmi, ndci 
In strengthening their integration policies, Member States are encouraged to:  
−  Promote private sponsorship programmes for the resettlement of refugees, in order to actively involve local communities 
in the integration process of third country nationals.  
[…] 
−  Provide pre-departure information to prepare individuals for arrival in the EU, including by appointing Integration Liaison 
Officers in Embassies in key third countries.  
Action Plan A 
In strengthening their integration policies, Member States are encouraged to:  
−  Ensure an integrated approach, coordinating policies on housing with equitable access to employment, healthcare and 
social services and inter-sectoral collaboration including by strengthening communication between local, regional and 
national levels.  
Action Plan DE ndci 
The involvement of third-country nationals themselves in the design and implementation of integration policies is essential to 
improve their participation and their integration outcomes. Integration is not just about learning the language, finding a house 
or getting a job. It is also about playing an active role in one's local, regional and national community, about developing and 
sustaining real people-to-people contacts through social, cultural and sports activities and even political engagement.  
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Table 5.5 (cont.) 
Document Document Document 
Action Plan Y di, dmi, ndmi 
In strengthening their integration policies, Member States are encouraged to:  
−  Promote exchanges with the host society from the very beginning through volunteering, sport, and culture activities.  
−  Increase third country nationals' participation in local democratic structures.  
−  Invest in projects and measures aimed at combating prejudice and stereotypes (e.g. awareness-raising campaigns, 
education programmes).  
−  Fully implement legislation on combating racism and xenophobia and on victims' rights and strictly enforce equal 
treatment and anti-discrimination legislation.  
−  Organise civic orientation programmes for all third country nationals as a way to foster integration into the host society 
and promote the understanding and respect of EU values.  
Action Plan di, ndi The overall goal is to strengthen the dialogue with local and regional authorities and civil society (including migrant communities and diaspora organisations) through regular meetings to discuss integration policies and funding issues.  
Actions 
Website di, ndi 
• [Common Basic Principle] 1: "Integration is a dynamic, two-way process of mutual accommodation by all immigrants and 
residents of Member States" 
Actions 
Website V • [Common Basic Principle] 2: "Integration implies respect for the basic values of the European Union" 
Actions 
Website V 
• [Common Basic Principle] 3: "Employment is a key part of the integration process and is central to the participation of 
immigrants, to the contributions immigrants make to the host society, and to making such contributions visible" 
Actions 
Website DE, A 
• [Common Basic Principle] 4: "Basic knowledge of the host society’s language, history, and institutions is indispensable to 
integration; enabling immigrants to acquire this basic knowledge is essential to successful integration" 
Actions 
Website 
Y 
dci, dmi, 
ndmi 
• [Common Basic Principle] 7: "Frequent interaction between immigrants and Member State citizens is a fundamental 
mechanism for integration. Shared forums, intercultural dialogue, education about immigrants and immigrant cultures, and 
stimulating living conditions in urban environments enhance the interactions between immigrants and Member State 
citizens" 
Actions 
Website 
V, Y 
dmi, ndmi 
• [Common Basic Principle] 8: "The practice of diverse cultures and religions is guaranteed under the Charter of Fundamental 
Rights and must be safeguarded, unless practices conflict with other inviolable European rights or with national law" 
Actions 
Website V 
As a follow-up to the conclusions of the fourth Ministerial Conference on Integration, the Commission started developing a 
pilot project with Eurostat and the Member States for monitoring results integration policies, including development of a set 
of common core indicators aimed to enhance comparability and reinforce the European learning process. […] Employment, 
Education, Social Inclusion, Active Citizenship 
Mandate 
Website V 
The guidelines state that the EU should support Member States' efforts to pursue active integration policies which foster 
social cohesion and economic dynamism.   
Mandate 
Website A 
[The Europe 2020 Integrated] Guideline 8 mentions “targeted migration and integration policies”, as well as the need to 
“remove barriers to occupational and geographical mobility of workers”. 
Mandate 
Website A 
Since 2011, several integration-related recommendations have been addressed to Member States with large immigrant 
populations and large gaps in employment and education outcomes. 
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When totaled, the number of each label gives an indication of which interactions are most 
prevalent in the European Commission publications. These totals can then guide discussion on 
which of Berry’s acculturation strategies are indicated by the findings. In total, the Table 5.5 
findings show the following about the occurrences of intercultural interactions within the 
publications: 
 
Table 5.6: Totals of the intercultural interaction labels in select Commission publications 
Total ndci ndmi dci dmi di ndi 
31 4 6 4 8 7 3 
 
Table 5.7: Totals of the intercultural interaction factor labels in select Commission publications 
Total DE NE A V R Y 
40 9 1 10 13 0 7 
 
The ndci label, which corresponds with Berry’s assimilation and Kramer’s assimilationist 
practices, occurs least often in the intercultural interactions in the publications, less often than the 
ndmi label, which is an indication of the non-dominant individual’s role in integration. I assert 
that this low frequency of the ndci label indicates that the acculturation strategy of the European 
Commission’s integration policy is, indeed, integration, as opposed to the assimilation strategy 
that was indicated by the findings in Montecore despite Sweden’s purported integration policy. 
Furthermore, the prevalence of dmi occurrences, a category that did not appear in the Table 4.1 
findings, is significant because it could be a component of cultural fusion. Though the analysis 
of the findings from Montecore favored Berry’s acculturation framework, Kramer’s cultural 
fusion theory is a non-assimilationist theory, and thus the appearance of dmi in the Table 5.5 
findings should be taken into consideration as speaking against assimilation.  
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Notably, the following four categories are missing from the Table 5.5 findings: ndml, 
dml, ndcl, and dcl. As the Commission publications state support for integration, it is not 
surprising that occurrences that show a lack of interest are not addressed in the document: ndml 
and dml occurrences are aspects of segregation, ndcl indicates marginalization, and dcl could be 
connected to such practices as cultural appropriation.  
As Table 5.5 shows, many of the dominant and non-dominant labels are incomplete, as 
the text and context does not clearly indicate whether the individual is expected to change their 
beliefs and behaviors, or maintain their beliefs and behaviors. Therefore two new labels, di for 
“dominant interest” and ndi for “non-dominant interest” have been introduced to address 
incomplete indications of the texts. The fact that these two new labels, di and ndi, can each 
reference two categories, dmi or dci and ndci or ndmi, makes it difficult to combine the labels 
based on shared indications of their occurrences to give a broader look at the frequency of 
occurrences: consideration of the possible permutations of the totals can provide some insight on 
the discussion on which acculturation strategy the Table 5.5 findings indicate. The following 
permutations of the totals take into consideration the variations for the di and ndi labels: 
 
Table 5.8: Permutation 1 of totals with di all dmi and ndi all ndci 
Total ndci ndmi dci dmi 
31 6 6 4 15 
 
Table 5.9: Permutation 2 of totals with di all dmi and ndi all ndmi 
Total ndci ndmi dci dmi 
31 3 9 4 15 
 
Table 5.10: Permutation 3 of total with di all dci and ndi all ndci 
Total ndci ndmi dci dmi 
31 6 6 11 8 
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Table 5.11: Permutation 4 of totals with di all dci and ndi all ndmi 
Total ndci ndmi dci dmi 
31 3 9 11 8 
 
The ndci label, or assimilation, remains least frequent in Table 5.9 and Table 5.11: I assert that 
the low frequency of the ndci label in these permutations indicates that the acculturation strategy 
of the European Commission’s integration policy is, indeed, integration, as opposed to 
assimilation. The ndci label, or assimilation, matches the frequency of an integration indicator, 
ndmi, in Table 5.8 and Table 5.10, with a maximum of six occurrences. However, the non-
assimilationist implication of the dmi label, with a minimum of eight occurrences, should be 
taken in consideration and weighed against this rise in the assimilation indicator ndci. Therefore 
I assert that the comparatively low frequency of the ndci label in these permutations also 
indicates that the acculturation strategy of the European Commission’s integration policy is, 
indeed, integration, as opposed to assimilation. 
The categories in these permutations of the Table 5.5 findings can be combined in pairs 
based on the shared indications of their occurrences, to give a broader look at the frequency of 
occurrences. Namely the ndmi and dci occurrences can be combined to provide a broad look at 
Berry’s integration. Combining the findings in this manner provides the following totals: 
 
Table 5.12: Combination of Permutation 1 with di all dmi and ndi all ndci 
Total ndci ndmi + dci dmi 
31 6 10 15 
 
Table 5.13: Combination of Permutation 2 with di all dmi and ndi all ndmi 
Total ndci ndmi + dci dmi 
31 3 13 15 
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Table 5.14: Combination of Permutation 3 with di all dci and ndi all ndci 
Total ndci ndmi + dci dmi 
31 6 17 8 
 
Table 5.15: Combination of Permutation 4 with di all dci and ndi all ndmi 
Total ndci ndmi + dci dmi 
31 3 20 8 
 
In these combinations, the ndmi + dci label, an indicator of integration, outstrips the ndci label, 
an indicator of assimilation, by nearly double to nearly septuple. This supports the assertion that 
the acculturation strategy of the European Commission’s integration policy is, indeed, 
integration, as opposed to assimilation. This determination was unexpected: as integration policy 
is not an EU competence, this researcher suspected that the Commission’s publications would 
reflect its incompetence on the factors necessary for social integration. To the contrary, the 
Commission appears to be making a clear statement about its adaptation expectations regarding 
its policy, with text that indeed reflects the acculturation strategy it purports to espouse. 
A cynical reader could argue that the ambiguity of the indications of change and 
maintenance in the European Commission’s texts are an intentional effort on the part of the 
Commission to conflate acculturation strategies while using the integration label, or are perhaps 
evidence of the Commission viewing integration and assimilation as interchangeable, much as 
Kramer warned that Kim was prone to do. I favor a more pragmatic reading of this ambiguity: it 
is a nod to the differing practices and experiences of the member states, and an acknowledgment 
of the complexity of coordinating an integration policy when the Commission is attempting to 
support and encourage change in a competency beyond its scope. Ambiguous language may be 
clarified over time as the policy is monitored and assessed, and those states that have not 
historically espoused integration consider cooperation with the supranational effort to do so.  
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Disparity Between the Acculturation Strategies of Sweden and the European Commission 
The Commission views effective integration policy as critical to the success of its 
migration policy. This success is thus hampered by the fact that integration policy is not under 
the control of the European Union, as integration policy is a state competence. In lieu of control, 
the European Union supports integration through communication, cooperation, and funding. The 
Commission’s integration policy focuses on the integration of legal migrants from non-EU 
states, and the Action Plan specifically states that it “does not concern nationals of EU Member 
States, who have a third country migrant background through their parents or grandparents, nor 
EU nationals who have exercised their right to free movement and their family members”.  
This means that the Commission’s integration policy would not concern some of the 
characters from Montecore, such as Jonas, Melinda, and Patrik, who were born in Sweden, but 
would concern other characters from the novel, such as Abbas, Melinda’s older sisters, and 
Imran, who are non-EU nationals. The group of friends, Blatte for Life, discusses their parents’ 
immigration experiences, and portray being a refugee, like Patrik’s Chilean father and Melinda’s 
Nigerian parents, as better than being an economic migrant, like Imran’s father from Pakistani 
Baluchistan and Jonas’s father from Tunisia. Despite these differences in their origins, the 
friends view one another as unified, a non-dominant ethnic minority, that embraces a third 
culture, American hip-hop, with all members equally subject to the assimilation strategy Sweden 
espouses in practice despite its purported integration policy. 
While the Commission’s focus on integration of non-EU nationals migrating to the EU is 
logical in light of the recent surge of the same into the EU, the question remains of what the 
Commission expects for those who migrated into the EU before the full formation and 
implementation of the integration policy, first generation migrants, and their children, who are 
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assumed to not need special consideration in regards to their adaptation and intercultural 
interactions. This question becomes even more pressing when considering states that espouse 
Berry’s assimilation strategy for adaptation, because it means these prior migrants and their 
ethnic-minority EU-national children bear the burden of two layers of expectation: the EU 
expectation that they will adapt without support, and the state expectation that the adaptation is 
solely their responsibility, with the dominant culture absolved of participation beyond ensuring 
access. 
As the EU makes no provisions for harmonization of national laws and regulations 
regarding adaptation and related policies, member states that are not motivated by the incentives 
and support offered toward integration policy, such as member states that espouse the 
assimilation strategy, may continue to do so and abstain from the Commission’s coordination 
efforts. Given that the EU contends effective integration policy as critical to the success of its 
migration policy, this disparity and the discord it could sow do not bode well for the future of the 
EU’s integration and migration policies. In the Action Plan, the Commission acknowledges that 
member states with less experience with integration need to develop effective integration 
strategies: states that have not historically hosted large numbers of migrants might be motivated 
to develop effective integration strategies, but states that have historically favored assimilation 
strategies, such as Sweden, might not. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS 
 
Projections about the European Commission’s integration coordination policy 
Integration has been a long-standing issue in the ongoing peacekeeping experiment that is 
the European Union. The project that began as a six-state economic community aiming to secure 
peace through interstate integration has flourished into a twenty-eight state continent-spanning 
political and monetary union that facilitates the free movement of goods, services, money, and 
people. In the union’s seventh decade, the exponential growth of Mediterranean migrants and 
asylum-seekers entering the EU has highlighted the need to evaluate the efficacy of the European 
Commission’s integration policy. Despite the entity’s motto of “United in diversity”, the issue of 
integration of non-EU migrants has caused a rift among the member states, straining the 
economic foundation and political and monetary growth. If the EU seeks to secure its status as a 
continent-wide community that is more than just an economic union, it will need an effective 
integration policy that accounts for its limited role in this state-level competence. 
With this research project, I analyzed what the intercultural interaction perceptions in one 
novel by an ethnic minority author in Sweden project about the European Commission's 
integration policy. The author, Jonas Hassen Khemiri, is a product of the larger social processes 
at issue in EU integration politics, and his works are critical and commercial successes in 
Sweden. The novel analyzed here, Montecore, was written with the agenda of questioning 
identity and cultural affiliation while living as an ethnic minority within the dominant culture in 
Sweden. I utilized the following questions to guide the analysis: 
• What are the values of the Swedish dominant culture as stated by the author? 
• What are the adaptation goals of the ethnic minority individuals in Montecore? 
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• Which actors change in the intercultural interactions in Montecore? 
• Which actors bear the responsibility to change in the intercultural interactions in 
Montecore? 
• Does Berry’s acculturation framework or Kramer’s cultural fusion theory give a more 
accurate understanding of intercultural interaction in Sweden? 
• How does this more accurate understanding correlate with the European Union’s 
intercultural interaction goals and practices? 
Through a critical discourse analysis of the novel, I developed a micro-scale framework 
that I used to determine that acculturation strategy of assimilation gives a more accurate 
understanding of intercultural interaction and the ethnic minority experience in Sweden, despite 
the Swedish government’s purported integration policy. I then applied this micro-scale 
framework to European Commission publications on its coordination of integration policy, and 
concluded that integration is, indeed, the acculturation strategy indicated by the text, this 
conclusion indicates that there is a disparity between the adaptation goals of some EU members 
and those of the Commission. The possible discord between how states handle this state-level 
competence and the EU’s coordination of adaptation for non-EU migrants does not bode well for 
the future of the EU’s integration policy, or the migration policy it was designed to support; the 
EU’s current disregard of ethnic minority EU-nationals vis-à-vis integration is a potential 
additional layer of discord for those individuals, particularly for states that espouse assimilation 
practices like Sweden.  
Despite the disparity between one state’s acculturation practices and those of the 
Commission, I was surprised to find that the Commission displayed competence in defining a 
practice outside of its purview, that of adaptation practices and policy. Though the language of 
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the Commission publications was, in some instances, ambiguous, future research might find that 
the language becomes more specific as the Commission develops tools to monitor and assess its 
integration coordination policy. 
 
Future research 
Through this project, I have identified a number of questions in four key areas that offer 
opportunities to build upon the research I have conducted. The first area is language and 
adaptation. Language played a large role in the intercultural interactions in the findings from the 
Montecore and the Commission documents; the role it plays in assimilation is especially 
considerable. Future research about EU-national acquisition of immigrant languages and the 
perceived value of such languages would add another important layer to this project’s findings. 
The second area is social spheres and adaptation. All of the dci “dominant change 
interest” occurrences in the novel took place in the private sphere, specifically in the context of 
individuals with intimate personal relationships. The fact that dci occurrences only take place in 
the private sphere raises two key questions: 1) Since dci is necessary as the dominant 
individual’s part in integration, does dci need to shift from the private to the public sphere for 
successful implementation of integration policy? 2) If so, what role can the state and the EU play 
in facilitating this move of dci from the private sphere to the public sphere? There is also the 
question of trust, and the role it plays in intercultural interactions and adaptation, specifically 
language acquisition. Future research about trust, and public and private spheres would add 
another important layer to this project’s findings. 
The third area is generational differences in adaptation practices. In the novel, there were 
notable differences in adaptation goals between first generation migrants and their children. 
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Comparing these differences to any generational differences that might exist between the goals 
of ethnic minority nationals and their children would yield interesting additional data about 
adaptation, especially in light of the Commission’s statement that it is not presently concerned 
about integrating such individuals. A deeper dive into the question of triple, quadruple, and even 
quintuple identity during this generational research would add another important layer to this 
project’s findings, as well as form a basis for future projects.  
Finally, the fourth area for future research is analysis of the results of the Commission’s 
integration cooperation policy as it is implemented. The broad indications of my research may 
narrow over time as the Commission fulfills its intention to create tools to monitor and assess its 
integration policy, and as those states that have not historically espoused integration consider 
cooperation with the supranational effort. Revisiting these findings and analysis through the lens 
of these assessment tools and participation, and building upon them with additional novels and 
EU publications, would be fruitful. 
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